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ABSTRACT
This study is an attempt to assess the role of
non-union labour organisaton in the labour movement in
Hong Kong with particular reference to the Hong Kong
Christian Industrial Committee. A review of resource
mobilisation theory points to the need to look into its
ability to mobilise resources in order to facilitate goal
accomplishment. Then a theoretical framework is put
forward for analysing the non-union labour organisation.
It approaches the question at three levels: 1) the social
context within which the non-union labour movement has
been given rise, and in return it set constraints upon the
movement 2) the characteristics of the organisational
structure of the non-union labour organisation that helps
facilitate resource mobilisation 3) the process of
mobilisation that determines the sucess and failure of the
movement.
An analysis of the Hong Kong society suggests that
the local labour movement is constrained by a number of
historical, economic, and structual factors. The 'double
dependence' of Hong Kong on China and the international
market, and the industrial setting limit the labour
movement to prosper. In addition, the colonial
admistration further constrains the power of labour.
The plight of the labour condition in Hong Kong
called for the the intellectuals and the Church to respond
in the late 60s when the social environment was favourable
for collective action/social movement.`
In fact, the non-union labour organisations were
born out of the wave of social movement that has been
developing in the 70s. Most of them are church-sponsored
and they operate in a form of pressure group. Thus the
target of its action is the government, and the target of
organising .is young industrial workers as they are more
conscious about their right. The main task of the
organisations are to fight for improving labour
legislation, but they are also concerned with wider social
issues. Among them, the Hong Kong Christian Industrial
Committee is the most vocal and militant on the labour
front. Its objective is to mobilise the workers to form
their own organisation to protect their interest and to
maintain solidarity.
Since the CIC is not a trade union, it relies
heavily on mass mobilisation and direct action. Therefore
it keeps close ties with other labour organisations and
social activist groups in order to increase its external
resources for mobilisation. Internally, its strength lies
with its elastic organisational structure and the
ideological commitment of its staff as well as the
workers. Indeed, with the intention of the administration
for social reform, the CIC could have access to more
mobilisable resources to effect its cause.
However, this non-union labour movement seems to
face increasing hardship in terms of resource mobilisation
as moving in the 80s. With the changing political climate,
and the decision taken by the left-wing unions to
re-assume their proper role in the labour arena, the
non-union organisation is unable to speak with legitimate
authority, and its effort can easily be played down by the




As many people may know well, the major
characteristic of labour movement in Hong Kong is of its
polarisation of trade unions dividing into Communist and
Nationalist factions. Their ideological split thus
results in lack of incentive to promote workers' interest
locally and to monitor the government in the labour arena.
In combination with the laissez faire ideology of the
government and external constraints, the Hong Kong labour
force is relatively unrepresented and without power. In
fact, it has long been argued that the economic success of
Hong Kong has been served at heavy costs, of "human
drudgery and sufferin"g paid by the industrial workers
(England, 1976:13).
Nevertheless, the rise of non-union labour
organisations in the 70s, the period in which social
movements were in full swing, has helped fill in the
vacuum left open by a divided trade union movement. These
organnsations, mostly church-sponsored, and led by a group
of intellectuals, have become a driving force in the
2labour movement for the past decade. Their existence
certainly exerts some degree of influence on the
legislature in respect of social policy.
Here we can see that when we carry out an analysis of
the 'Hong Kong labour movement, unlike` her western
counterparts, paying attention only to trade unions is
insufficient, and sometimes even misleading. The
non-trade union labour organisations that exist in the
form of pressure groups should also be carefully taken
into consideration. But surprisingly it is not so.
Despite rather massive studies of the labour movement in
Hong Kong (see, for example, Turley and Ng, 1980 England
Rear, 1981), there is an absence of systematic
discussion of the role of labour pressure groups (1).
Apart from some general remarks, we know very little about
the development and the operation of these organisations.
Therefore it is the task of the present study to assess
sociologically the significance of this non-union labour
movement with special reference to the case of the Hong
Kong Christian Industrial Committee (CIC). It is selected
because it is the most vocal and aggressive labour
organisation in Hong- Kong, devoting much effort to press
for improvement in labour legislation, and to promote
unity among other labour groups through education, action
3and organising. In short, it is a coalescence of various
working labour-bodies struggling for betterment of the
lives of workers. Thus it has gradually come to be the
representative of the voice of labour on social issues in
the eyes of the public.`
The emergence of this new actor in labour movement
not only provides an interesting topic to study, its new
and alternative approach to labour movement is a challenge
to the conventional labour organising employed by trade
unions. Then, given the structural constraints, how is
its organisational structure evolved and maintained over
time? How does it operate? What are the tactics and
strategies that it has adopted and why? How effective is
its struggle? And what is the role of practitioners in
the movement? In other words, how does it mobilise its
resources and generate solidarity amongst the working
class in order to exert influence? All require
explanations.
In short, the goal of this research is to examine the
role of the non-union labour organisation in Hong Kong
labour movement, so as to see if it is able to provide an
alternative strategies for labour organising while trade
unionism has been in trouble on a world-wide scale since
the past decade. It is hoped that the findings can add a
4new dimension on the study of labour movement.
In fact the organisation such as the CIC is not
unique, and it can be identified with those social action
groups/grassroots initiatives that have emerged in recent
decades and become increasingly prominent tin developing
conutries. These groups are composed mainly of
radicalised intellectuals working for and with the
under-privileged strata of the population in the hope of
creating a just social order. In other words, their work
aims at enhancing social justice by building up citizen
power through the process of conscientisation of the
poor. The concept of conscientisation means
stimulation of the self-reflective critical awareness of
the oppressed people of their social reality, and of their
ability to transform it by conscious action (Rahman,
1985:116). Therefore they perceive their role as a
catalyst in the development of people's praxis, and never
attempt to dominate in the movement.
Here it may be noted that these grassroots
initiatives take class struggle seriously, and class
harmony, then, is only an illusion. Their programmes,
which emphasizing decentralisation of economic and
political power, touch on different spheres of people's
lives.
5However, intellectual involvement in grassroots
movement is not new. This tradition has now gained back
its momentum through the formation of social action
groups. They have gradually built up network not just
within their own societies, but also across national
boundaries. According to Ranman (1985:107), it can be
explained by the following attributes: (1) convergence of
national systems into elite domination over the masses, of
both 'right' and 'left' varieties, which is generating its
own counter-consciousness and (2) increasing facilities
for communication between the resulting counter-culture.
On the other hand, it is interesting to see that most
of these action groups are missionary-based. One has to
admit that on numerous occasions, the Church has played a
significant role in people's struggle and has made a great
contribution towards citizen power by mobilisation and
creating various capabilities among the poor to protect
their interests. Thus one cannot afford to neglect the
wave of Church participation while studying people's
organisation.
In Hong Kong, several well-known pressure groups at
the grassroots level do•have close relationship with the
Church. The CIC is no exception, and it is seen as part
of this wider movement programme initiated and launched by
6the Church in developing countries. Against this
background, the study of the CIC may, on the other hand,
contribute to a better understanding of the character of
the social action group and its role in local struggles.
Furthermore, the findings can be integrated into the
larger body of literature on pressure group politics.
Theoretical Considerations
"Social movement" is a widely used term in western
societies, and can be loosely defined as "an important
form of collective behaviour in which large number of
people are organised or alerted to support and bring about
or to resist change" (Theodorson and Theodorson, 1969).
In this context, labour movement, which involves workers'
collective struggle for the recognition of their rights
and alternation in the unequal power structure between
capital and labour, represents the ideas of social
movement in terms of its characteristics and its social
effects.
In fact, early in the nineteenth century when the
term "social movements" was used for the first time, it
had a more specific meaning: "the social movement meant
tho movement of the new industrial working class, with its
7socialistic, communistic, and anarchistic tendencies. A
German scholar, Larenz von Stein, was one of the first to
recognise that the real political significance of
socialism and communism lay not in their value as form of
social thought but in the fact that they gave expression
and direction to the strivings of the industrial
proletariat toward a new social order which would abolish
economic exploitation and give the workers a chance to
achieve full personality development (Enpsychopedia of
Social Science vol :439). Hence, it would be
permissible to analyse labour movement in the light of the
theories of social movements.
For many decades, social scientists who study social
movements have tended to regard popular protest as an
unconventional, irrational type of behaviour. Both the
breakdown model and relative deprivation model, for
example, view social movements as symptoms of social
disorganisation produced by social change. (Kornhauser,
1959 Smelser, 1962 Davies, 1962; Gurr, 1970). These two
schools of though attempt to link the factors such as
structural strains and dislocation, the frustrations or
grievances of a collectivity of actors, rising
expectations, generalised beliefs, and deprivation with
the growth and decline of movement activity. In other
8words, they tend to focus their analysis on the conditions
that are most conducive to the rise of social movements.
However, the concern of this study about the emergence of
activism of the CIC in labour movement in Hong Kong
suggests that the traditional discontent hypotheses are
inadequate in accounting for the dynamics of modern social
movements, for instance, the ability of the movement
organisations to mobilise resources for collective
action.
As the present study is to evaluate the work of the
CIC and its role in the labour movement, it is necessary
to take into consideration the factors that contribute to
the successes and failures of the CIC's struggle for and
with the workers. Therefore I use the resource
mobilisation model, which is the dominant approach in the
field of social movement, to be the major theoretical
reference of the present study. Its relevance to this
study lies in its ability to give us a deeper
understanding as to what facilitates or limits the
effectiveness of the activities of the CIC by emphasizing
the variety and sources of resources available to social
movements the relationship of social movements to the
media, authorities, and other parties the interaction
among movement organisations, and tactical dilemma
9(Obershall, 1973 Marx and Wood, 1975 McCarthy and Zald,
1976 Zald and McCarthy, 1979 Snow et al., 1980 Gamson
et al., 1982 Jenkins, 1983). Furthermore, in contrast to
the traditional socio-psychological interpretations,
resource mobilisation theorists place socidl movement in
the category of routine social behaviour rather than
abnormal behaviour. They are viewed as the product of
social organisation rather than social disorganisation,
and they represent the interests of groups that are
excluded from the polity (Jenkins and Perrow, 1977 Tilly,
1975,1979). Hence, in an analysis of modern social
movements, the resource mobilisation theorists have
restricted their focus to movements that organise
previously unorganised groups against institutional elites
(Gameson, 1975:16-18) in an attempt to alter elements of
social structure and/or the reward distribution of
society (McCarthy and Zald, 1977:1218).
Overall, the resource mobilization model is a
reaction to the traditional approaches with
social-psychological bias to the study of social
movements. Undoubtedly, the model has articulated the
ongoing problems and strategic dilemmas of social
movements that have been neglected by its predecessors.
The model especially provides new insights into how people
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can organise, pool resources, and wield power effectively.
However, it does not mean that it is perfect. In fact,
criticisms have been directed to the model that it focuses
too narrowly on organisational variables while ignoring
the role of ideology and grievances as determinants of
participation in a social movement (Useem, 1980 Walsh,
1981). According to the findings of Aminzado (1984:451),
resource mobilisation is wrong in the assumption that
interests are either structurally given and relatively
stable:
We cannot assume interests as given or
as relatively unchanging, nor can we
assume capacities for collective action
as given, unproblematic, or automatically
generated by the logic of capitalist
development.
In order to give a fuller picture to the activities of
the CIC, I suggest that it is necessary to incorporate two
elements: ideology and interests, or the grievances that
express interests, into the resouce mobilisation model,
since ideology and interests are considered also as the
important resources that could be attributed to the
success of. the movement. Nevertheless, the central
theoretical reference of the present research is to be
elaborated more fully in Chapter two.
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Definitions and Concepts
A few words on the main concepts used in this stud)
are necessary. Firstly, the CIC is viewed as non-union
labour organisation, that is, an organisation serves it
the labour arena and engages in a variety 01
labour-related social activities, but it is unable tc
operate within the legal framework set by the Trade Unior
Ordinance since it does not claim to represent a specific
industry. Therefore it is not registrable as a trade
union under the Ordinance. It also operates as a form of
pressure group or social action group, which is referrer
to as a group, the nature of which is to make claims upor
the institutions of government,(and) that it will seek tc
extract concessions from the authority which has the power
to grant these (Harris, 1978: 120). Here the non-unior
labour movement can be understood as the labour movement
being promoted outside the trade union system. Its aim is
to press for improving and enforcing legislation. Thus
the target of action is the government rather than the
employer. The major tactics are mass mobilisation and
direct action. Its effort aims at the improvement of the
living condition of the working class as a whole rather
than the workers in a specific industry.
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Secondly, the concept of mobilization, according to
Gamson (1975), embraces two closely related ideas: the
activation of commitment and the creation of commitment.
Thus it is, in the case of the CIC, a process of
increasing the readiness of workers to act collectively in
struggling for their rights. In Marxist sense, this means
a process through which a class in itself turns into a
class for itself, that is, a process of raising class
consciousness. Mobilization is therefore part of an
organising process of the CIC that attempts to generate
solidarity amongst the low-income working class. In this
context, the term solidarity refers to the degree of
cohesiveness of a group and its readiness to engage in
collective action. Then the criteria for success of the
CIC in this study are based on its ability to mobilize and
generate solidarity. In addition, I also refer to the
definition of Gamson (1975:28-29) who tends to think of
success as a set of outcomes. These outcomes fall into
two basic clusters: one concerned with the fate of the
challenging group as, organisation and one with the
distribution of new advantages to the group's beneficiary.
The central issue in the first cluster focuses on the
acceptance of a challenging group by its antagonists as a
valid spokesman for a legitimate set of interests. The
13
central issue in the second cluster focuses on whether the
group's beneficiary gains new advantages during the
challenge and its aftermath.
Presentation of the Study
This study contains seven chapters altogether. The
present introductory chapter is followed by a discussion
on the resource mobilization theory, and the theoretical
issues that are addressed to the study of the CIC.
Chapter Three consists of an account of the peculiar
development of labour movement in the context of Hong
Kong.
In this Chapter, the major focus is on the
historical-structural factors that have constrained
movement. It is hoped that it can provide a general
background for Chapter Four which is an analysis of the
emergence of non-trade union labour organization as a
response to the inactivity of trade unions as well as the
social movements that have been developing in the 70s.
Chapter Five is the depiction of the historical
development of the CIC in the hope that it will throw
light -on the process of its adaptation to the changing
environment, and its differences with the trade unions in
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terms of organisational structure and labour organising.
Chapter Six documents instances in which the CIC struggles
for workers' power and resource reallocation against the
government. Here two cases are selected in order to
elucidate the process of mobilisation and to examine the
factors that attribute to the success and failure of the
movements. These two selected cases are the Industrial
Safety Movement and the struggle for the establishment of
Central Provident Fund. Finally, a concluding remark is
made in Chapter Seven in which the possibility of
non-union labour movement is discussed.
Research Methodology and Sources of Information
This research used a case study method, and the main
focus is on a specific organisation: the Hong Kong
Christian Industrial Committee (CIC). As both time and
manpower are impediments, I am unable to give an equal
weight of analysis to each non-union labour organisation
in Hong Kong. Its shortcoming lies in its inability to
give a broader understanding and full picture of the
dynamics of these organisations. However, since the CIC
is seen by the public as the head of the labour pressure
group family, an in-depth analysis of its operations may
15
elicit its relationship with other labour groups as well
as their role playing in worker struggle. It is hoped
that the present study can stimulate future research in
this field with more detailed information.
The study of the CIC is exploratory-descriptive in
nature, using relatively systematic procedures for
obtaining empirical observations and for the analysis of
data (see Tripoli, 1969:45-54). Given the relatively
loose structure of the organisation, it is better to get
qualitative data through triangulation: that is a
combination of different research methods including
content analysis, in-depth interview, and observation
(Denzin, 1970).
To obtain background information of the CIC, the
study relies heavily on its organisational documents and
publications as the primary materials. These include
annual reports of the CIC 'Change' the Gospel( 改 ) ；
and Labour 工 人
In addition, there are some newspaper cuttings that週 報
can be used in reviewing the course of struggle and the
form of action taken by the CIC and its alliance in a
specific protest movement. Nevertheless, as the
incomplete records and filing system which is commonly
found in people's organisations and the CIC is no
福 音 與 勞 工 and The Workers' Weekly
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exception, it poses certain limitations on the progress of
the research, and requires the researcher to give greater
effort to dig into the reality.
In order to gain further understanding, in-depth
interviews were conducted with the core members of the
organisation and the workers concerned between December
1985 and April 1986. Each of the members was interviewed
twice. Firstly, I used standardised interview format to
obtain factual information such as their personal
attributes and the area of work that they are responsible
for. Then it is followed by unstructured interviews
concerning group cohesiveness, class identity, their
attachment to religious belief, and their expectation and
aspiration. Those workers who have been directly involved
in the issues which are selected for analysis in this
study were interviewed at the same time.
Finally, being a voluntary interpreter for the CIC
since early 1983, I have gradually established personal
relationship with its staff. Thus participant observation
was made possible as a means of gathering qualitative
information during the summer of 1985. It offers me
opportunity to learn not only about the important aspects
of the group work, but also something of its day-to-day
activities. It also permits me to experience some of the
17
frustration problems and rewards that are associated with
the work. Furthermore, my continuous participation in
some of the activities of the CIC throughout the last few
years enables me to establish frequent contact and share
experience with the workers and practitioners from other
labour organisations. These activities include
fund-raising campaign, periodic camping, annual meeting
and other working group meeting, and classes for labour
education. Furthermore, my past journalistic experience
has put me in an advantageous position to gain a deeper
understanding of the dynamics of these worker
organisations in Hong Kong.
By assembling data from various sources, it is hoped
that a useful background for the analysis of the role of
non-union labour orgainsation (with particular reference




For quite some time, the study of social movements
had normally emphasized upon individual
grievances/frustration that are generated by the collapse
in intermediate social structures brought about by rapid
social change. It was based on the assumption that
participation in a social movement, like other forms of
collective behaviour, is an unconventional, irrational
type of behaviour (Klandermans, 1984:583). However, the
movements of the 1960s stimulated a shift in theoretical
orientation by paying much attention to resources,
organisation, and political opportunities (Oberschall,
1973 Tilly, 1978 McCarthy and Zald, 1973, 1977, 1979
Gamson, 1975 Jenkins, 1981). This new approach has
gradually been known as the resource mobilization theory,
and becomes an alternative interpretation of social
movements. It is evident in some of the work that the
concerns of this theory are in some ways closely connected
with neo-Marxian formulations (Useem, 1975 Ash-Garner
1977 Piven and Cloward, 1977 Tilly, 1978, Skocpol, 1979
Aminzade, 1984). Both resource mobilization and
19
neo-Marxist perspectives view the role of movements as
agencies for social change and an extension of
institutional actions.
Nevertheless, in contrast with the traditional
approaches, the resource mobilisation theory can be
summarised as follows:
1 Support base
A Tract i t ina l
Social movements are based upon
aggrieved populations which provide the
necessary resources and labour. Although
case studies may mention external
supports, they are not incorporated as
central analytic components.
B Resource mobilisation
Social movements may or may not be
based upon the grievances of the presumed
beneficiaries. Conscience constituents,
individual and organisational, may
provide major sources of support. And in
some cases supporters- those who provide
money, facilities, and even labour- may
have no commitment to the values that
underlie specific movements.
9 Stratpav and tactics
A Traditional
Social movement leaders use
bargaining, persuasion, or violence to
influence authorities to change. Choices
of tactics depend upon prior history of
relations with authorities, relative
success of previous encounters, and






lne concern witn interaction between
movements and authorities is accepted,
but it is also noted that social movement
organisations have a number of strategic
tasks. These include mobilizing
supporters, neutralising and/or
transforming mass and elite public into
sympathisers, achieving change in
targets. Dilemmas occur in the choice of
tactics, since what may achieve one aim
may conflict with bahaviour aimed at
achieveing another. Moreover, tactics
are influenced by interorganisational
competition and cooperation.
3 Relation to larger_society
A Traditional
Case studies have emphasized the
effects of the environment upon movement
organisations, especially with respect to
goal change, but have ignored, for the
most part, ways in which such movement
organisations can utilize the environment
for their own purposes (see Perrow,
1972). This has probably been largely a
result of the lack of comparative
organisational focus inherent in case
studies. In analytical studies emphasis
is upon the extent of hostility or
toleration in the larger society.
Society and culture are treated as
descriptive, historical context.
B Resource mobilisation
Society provides the infrastructure
which social movement industries and
other industries utilise. The aspects
ultilized include communication media and
21
expense, levels -of affluence, degree of
access to institutional centres,
preexisting networks, and occupational
structure and growth. (McCarthy and
Zald, 1977)
In this context, the resource mobilizations model is an
attempt to refute the breakdown model and stress upon
social solidarity as proposed by Oberschall (1973). He
argues that the formation of social movements is but
through the process of mobilisation of conflict groups in
the routine political process of society. And he
demonstrates that mobilisation occurs most easily in a
place with dense social networks which can motivate
individuals to participate in the collectivites, and makes
bloc recruitment more likely to take place (p 125).
Social solidarity therefore can lead to an increase in
group resources, organisation, and_ capacities for
collective action. For instance, it has been found that
industrial actions are more likely to occur among
ecologically concentrated workers in large factories and
in urbanised areas (Shorter and Tilly, 1974, Foster, 1974,
Lincoln, 1978). Likewise, Piven and Cloward
(1977:189-194) have also found in their studies that there
is a strong relationship between the urbanisation of black
population and the emergence of the civil rights movement.
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Meanwhile, McCarthy and Zald (1973, 1977) have slightly
shifted their attention to the dynamics of social movement
organisation or pressure group politics by formulating an
entrepreneurial theory of modern social movment. They
argue that movement organisation is increasingly become
professionally-staffed and an entrepreneurship in itself.
Thus the prescription for the success of modern social
movement is organising facilities and cadres while
grievances are assumed to be secondary and structurally
given, or they can be manufactured by the mobilising
efforts of movement entrepreneurs. Berry (1977) in his
survey of public interest organisations has supported the
argument that mobilisation for diffuse and disorganised
collectivties is made possible only by the initiative of
energetic entrepreneurs.
McCarthy and Zald also suggest to distinguish between
conscience adherents/constituents and beneficiary
adherents/constituents (2). The former provide resources
for a movement but do not obtain any advantages when the
goal of the movement is accomplished. While the latter
stand to benefit directly from the success of the
movement. This distinction demonstrates that not all
participants of social movements are motivated by
self-interest or profit maximisation as in contrast to the
23
ideas suggested in Olson's utilitarian model (1968).
On the other hand, another resource mobilisation
theorist, Tilly (1975), puts much emphasis upon structural
variables by putting forward a 'polity' model in the
analysis of social movements. In this model, he
distinguishes three types of protest action: competitive
collective action reactive collective action and
proactive collective action. Competitive collective
actions are those lay claims to resources also claimed by
other groups which the actor defines as rivals,
competitors, or at least as participants in the same
contests,.... Reactive collective actions are groups
efforts to re-assert established claims being encroached
upon.... Proactive collective actions asserts group claims
which have not previously been exercised (Ibid:144-147).
Tilly sees that there is a trend for protest actions to
change from competitive ones to proactive ones due to the
gradual centralisation of political power emerging in
modern states as well as the penetration of the
international market. In order to cope with the changing
environment, alliances emerge among less powerful and
isolated groups, and thus being drawn into the central
political process of society. Here social movements are
seen as extensions of normal forms of political
24
participation in an attempt to enter the polity and become
challengers.
In the light of Tilly's model, the structure of the
polity has played a critical role in determining the
characteristics of protest actions because it defines the
channels through which the challengers can express their
indignations. In other words, the outcomes of movements
are critically shaped by the larger political environment
in respect of the position taken by political elites and
other established interest organisations.
It is correct to point out that social context sets
constraints on the practice of social struggle, but
movement organisation in turn can reconstruct the rules of
the game and get its way out by mobilising various
resources in the given environment, as Casteil (1985:2)
in his analysis of social change asserts that to some
extent all societies and all cities within societies are
both conditioned by the dominant logic but are also
influenced by alternative social knowledge as well as by
the results of previous struggles crystallised in
history. For instance, Burstein (1981) has found that
peaceful protests by the anti-war movement between 1964
and 1970 were effective in stimulating shifts in public
opinion and then pressuring political elites to legitimise
25
the option of withdrasal. So it is the process of
mobilisation that concerns social movements in the
facilitation of goal accomplishment.
Most resource mobilisation analysts have
distinguished two kinds o of resources that are frequently
mobilised by movements. These are internal and external
resources. According to Majka and Majka (1984: 203-204),
internal resources involve the collectivity upon which
the movements is based how a constituency can be
mobilised what issues an event might activate it what
are the best target, or goals what are the most effective
structures, leadership, and divisions of labour and what
strategies can best achieve gains and minimise the adverse
effects of social control. Resources within the
collectivity include the time people have available to
spend on movement activities, the presence of a common
culture and heritage, the similarity of people's
understainding of their common situation, the possession
of technical skills and goods within the collectivity, the
availability of money, and the proclivity of the
movement's constituency to engage in cooperative,
collective endeavors. These can be referred to as
internal resources.
Other resources can be mobilized that are in the
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strict sense external to the collectivity. The important
questions here concern how outside individuals,
organisations, and structures can be mobilised to
constribute to the success of the movements. How might a
political alliance with other groups and organisations be
initiated and sustained? How might a large, diffuse
sympathetic public be created? In what way can the media
be used to the movement's advantage? How can political
leaders and elites be persuaded to support it? How can
external support be used to nertralise the social control
policies of authorities? The kinds of assistance that
sources outside the collectivity can provide a social
movement can be called external resources.
Most resource mobilisation theorists correctly
identify the significance of outside contributions and the
cooptation of institutional resources as well as the
social context which both create and limit the
opportunities for social struggle, but they fail to
acknowledge the role of ideology in a reform movement
since they have put too much emphasis upon rationality and
organisational networks. Thus they can explain well the
dynamics of self-interest motivated pressure group
politics but not the public interest organisations that
emerged in the 70s. Although McCarthy and Zald (1973,
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1977) have suggested the impportance of conscience
constituency in the analysis of the movements of the
1960s and 1970s, yet according to Jenkins (1983), they
have focused exclusively on economic changes that
facilitated involvements in terms of discretionary income
and time schedules, social reform careers, institutional
slack. In fact, they have ignored changing cultural
values and elite actions that led to an interest in
movement politics. The middle-class participation
revolution was rooted in the shift towards
postmaterialist values emphasizing self-fulfillment
that supported demands for direct participation in
political decisions and moral concern for the plight of
others. When elites challenged these values by
manipulative acts and outright rejection, the middle-class
rallied around the movements. (Jenkins, 1983:535)
Since the present research is an analysis of the Hong
Kong Christian Industrial Committee which is considered as
a social action group initiated by a group of Christian
intellectuals, I shall place high value on the role of
ideology within my theoretical framework.
Overall, as suggested in the aforementioned
theoretical discussion, the present analysis is focused on
+-.roo a,znPCts: the historical-structural factors, the
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nature of movement organisation, ana the process Ui
mobilisation. Then next to this chapter is the discussion
of the historical-structural factors that have exerted
influence over the growth of labour movement in Hong Kong.
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Chapter Three
Labour Movement and the Hong Kong_Society
The emergence of non-union labour organisations is
not an isolated phenomenon, and in this: sense, may be
understood only by perceiving in it the context of wider
environment. Since this phenomenon is seen as a response
to the underdevelopment of trade unionism and the plight
of labour situation, a short account of the underlying
conditions that set constraints upon labour movement in
Hong Kong is essential in understanding the reasons for
the existence of these non-union labour organisations and
the social context within which they originated and
developed.
This chapter therefore is to analyse the political
and economic power of labour in the Hong Kong context so
as to identify the sources that have impeded local labour
movement.
Political and Economic Power of Labour in Hong Kong
It is argued that the extent to which the workers can
exercise their political and economic power is influenced
by a number of factors. These include external forces,
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the structure of the polity, industrial setting, and the
cultural uniqueness of Hong Kong.
A. External forces
I. China Factor
In the course of British imperialist activities
against China, culminating in the unequal treaty of
Nanking 1842, Hong Kong emerged as a peculiar political
situation being essentially a Chinese territory under the
British rule. Hence any analysis of Hong Kong cannot
afford to ignore the China factor. Sir David Trench, an
ex-governor of Hong Kong, remarked in an occasion that
Hong Kong does not do anything silly and against China's
legitimate interests, but at the same time does not allow
herself to be pushed around unreasonably (quoted from
Miners, 1979:240).
In fact, since 1949, the People's Republic of China
has refused to accept the treaties between imperial China
and the various Western countries and stated that Hong
Kong is an integrated part of China. Although a takeover
would be relatively easy, Peking has never made any
statement of incorporating Hong Kong, at least until late
1982. So what are the reasons behind this quiet agreement
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between China and Britain to preserve Hong Kong's colonial
status?
There is a popular view that China tolerates the
colony's existence for economic reasons. This has always
been true to some extent. When the Communists took
control over China in 1949, nearly all of China's
ocean-borne trade was passing through Hong Kong. After
the Korean War embargo, a majority of China's commerce
shifted to the communist bloc. The shift increased Hong
Kong's importance as a source of foreign exchange, as
China needed to purchase goods from capitalist countries.
However, during the 1950s, it seemed that political
rather than economic considerations constrained Peking
from reacquiring Hong Kong. Consolidation of power during
the early establishment of People's Republic of China took
precedence over peripheral problems such as Hong Kong. In
addition, the Korean War further distracted Peking from
any intention to challenge Hong Kong's status quo.
During the 1960s, Hong Kong started to regain the
economic importance for China which it now has. Since the
1960s, China had trade surplus with Hong Kong almost every
year. By 1972, China was Hong Kong' third largest trading
partner. Total Chinese earnings from trade with Hong Kong
from 1961 to 1972 were slightly over US $5 billion (Easey,
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1980).
The rapid growth of trade with Hong Kong helped China
fill the void created by the termination of Russian
economic and technical assistance. Today China is
expanding and diversifying its investments in Hong Kong.
The investments include banking, insurance, department
stores, shipping and travel companies, and China is
beginning to move into machinery, manufacturing and ship
repair in Hong Kong. It has been estimated that China's
annual earnings from its investment in Hong Kong were at
least US $300 million, and these earnings yield
substantial amounts of foreign exchange which provide
services essential to Chinese trade activities (Far
Eastern Economic Review, 30 July, 1976:447).
Consequently, the colony becomes the easiest market as
well as an off-shore service and a financial and
manufacturing centre for China.
Another source of foreign exchange is remittances
from overseas Chinese to relatives in China. These
remittances have been channeled almost entirely through
Hong Kong. They continue to stay at a level somewhere
between US $100 million each year (Beazer, 1975:138).
Apart from the value of foreign exchange which is
tacitly recognised by the Chinese Government, Hong Kong
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also benefits China by acting as a neutral meeting ground
for China and non-communist nations. It also functions as
a base from which Chinese commercial representatives and
organisations can operate freely without any political
constraints.
The importance of Hong Kong to China may have
declined in relative terms, but its absolute value has
grown with time. Thus the economic values and the
political advantages of Hong Kong are seen as the prime
factor for the Chinese consent to the continuous existence
of Hong Kong as a capitalist society. Here, it is
evidenced by China's repeated emphasis on the prosperity
and stability of Hong Kong after signing the Sino-British
agreement on the future of Hong Kong in September, 1984.
So putting investors' heart at ease is certainly
uppermost in the Chinese agenda (3) as well as in the
British mind, since their economic interest in Hong Kong
is coincided to a certain extent. This factor may
attribute in part to the stagnation of labour movement and
quietness in radical reforms in Hong Kong.
II. Hong Kong Economy and the Global Capitalist System
The next concern here is to have a glance over the
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relation between the Hong Kong economy and the
institutional market. Since the Communist take-over of
China in 1949, Hong Kong has been rapidly industrialised.
However, this rapid industrialisation is largely a
consequence of the restructuring of the world economy
which has shifted the focus to developing countries for
manufacturing production. Thus the nature of the Hong
Kong economy is inevitably export-oriented. In fact,
since the 1960s onwards, Hong Kong has emerged
successfully as an export-propelled economy, as remarked
by Cheng (1979:174-175): Hong Kong is presently the
world's largest exporter of garments, toys, and electrical
torches, and the second largest of transistorised radios,
wigs and watches.
Starting from the early 1960s, Hong Kong has been the
largest exporter of manufactured goods among the
developing conutries. By the end of the last decade, she
held nearly one fourth of total manufactured exports to
developed countries from developing ones.
Although Hong Kong is a tiny city with a population
of only five million, it ranks among the twenty top
trading nations in the world, and the total value of Hong
Kong's exports is second to none except Japan in Asia. In
terms of per capita value of trade, Hong Kong even
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surpasses Japan and most industrialised nations such as
the U.S.A., the U.K. and West Germany.
Here it can be seen that the economy of Hong Kong
depends heavily on her export which fluctuates according
to the demand of international market. Our manufacturing
environment is never a stable one. Under such a changing
environment, it is thought that it does not favour the
development of permanent labour organisation, and thus
sets up constraints on labour movement in fighting
collective interest rigorously.
Moreover, the decision to reallocate world market
production from developed countries is based on the
following four major factors (Frobel, et al, 1980:327):
(1) the availability of, a practically unlimited
supply of labour
(2) the utilization of an extremely productive labour
force
(3) the utilization of an extremely cheap labour
force and
(4) the utilisation of an extremely 'compliant'
labour force.
In order to maintain her competitiveness in the
international market, Hong Kong has to exhibit the
characteristics of a labour force as above. As a
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consequence, the workers are forced to sell their labour
power at a price which is much lower than the price in the
traditional industrialised countries, as reflected from
the wage level and the productivity. Labour movement has
developed at an extremely slow pace and trade unions are
not granted any power of collective bargaining with
employers. Together with a peaceful industrial relation
and non-interventionism, Hong Kong has created a
favourable environment for investment as well as an ideal
production site for relocation of capital. Thus Turner
(1980:6-7) concludes as following:
Free trade, free competition and free
mobility of resources in search of the
highest return are central precepts of
economic policy. There is not even a central
bank.... In official theory, there is thus
no macroeconomic management. The level of
domestic income... is regarded as determined
by the country's export carriages, and
adjustment to the fluctuations and
opportunities of overseas markets is held to
depend on the unhampered flexibility of
labour and capital, in terms of both cost (or
income) and mobility.
In the light of the above arguments, it is not
difficult to understand that the double dependence of
Hong Kong, which are created by the China factor and the
global capitalist system, has been the basic influence
over the strength of labour power as well as labour
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condition in a negative sense. And it has also made the
labour arena much more delicate than the western
counterparts.
B. Industrial Structure
Another factor that has held up the growth of labour
movement in Hong Kong is the uniqueness of her industrial
setting. In Hong Kong, there has been a persistence of
growth in small industries for the past decades. Its
importance can be seen in terms of the number of
establishments, the share in the industrial employment and
the value of production. From 1951 to 1977, small
manufacturing establishments (employing less than 50
workers) have increased from 79% of all manufacturing
enterprises to 92.1% (see Table I). In terms of
industrial labour absorption, its share grows from 26.2%
to 40.2% during the same period. And it has accounted for
29.2% of the total value added in 1979 (Sit, 1982). Such
a significant position of small manufacturing
establishments is a contrast to the advanced industrial
countries' experience (King and Man, 1974 Florence,
1964).
Nevertheless, this feature certainly has an adverse
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effect on labour movement. As the workplace is smaller,
the communication between workers and management will be
more informal, and difficult to establish machinery for a
labour-management dialogue. The impact of labour
legislation will be reduced, and trade-union organization
will be discouraged (England and Rear, 1975:32).
Furthermore, those small industries that predominate
in the Colony are all labour-intensive, requiring
semi-skilled workers, the majority of which are young
females. Within industries, especially light manufacturing
industries, competition for the same ideal type of
workers are keen. In combination with the physical
closeness of many factories (i.e. being housed in
multi-storey block), the workers are offered more choices
of job, and thus enabled to change job easily.
To sum up, the informal relationship in small-sized
establishments, and the ease in changing jobs have led the
workers to avoid direct confrontation with the employers,
or resorting to industrial action with the help of trade
unions. The usual practice for workers to express their
dissatisfaction is to quit the job. So peaceful
labour-management relation is apparently maintained as
reflected inthe small number of strikes and lockouts (see
Table II). In this context, the structure of the industry
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has served as an inhibiting factor to the growth of trade
unionism and development of collective bargaining as a
protective weapon for workers.
C. Institutional Arrangement
In addition to the external forces and the nature of
industrial structure, labour power in Hong Kong is further
limited by the institutional arrangement.
In fact, when considering Hong Kong's relationship
with China and Britain, and the very reason for the
Colony's continuing existence, it is not surprising to
find that the main task of a colonial regime is to ensure
the optimum conditions for capital accumulation and
profits. This overt capitalistic ideology has directly or
indirectly shaped the structure of the polity. As a
result, a small wealthy class has acquired
disproportionate influence over the Hong Kong government.
Moreover, Hong Kong's present formal governmental
structure represents an embarrassing anachronism. It is
inherited from a classical colonial situation where all
legal power is centralised in the Governor, the Executive
Council (Exco) and Legislative Council (Legco) which are
not elected by universal franchise. It is claimed that
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most of the unofficial members of the two main
decision-making bodies (Exco and Legco) are the
representatives of wealth. They largely represent the
interests of big business and banking, the industrialists,
the employers and professionals (Miners, 1979). By
interlocking membership in the government structure, big
business and exclusive clubs, the political elite and
economic elite are in many ways identical with each other.
They share similar attitude and common interests in a
number of business concerns. No wonder the government
policy frequently coincides with the interests of
employers by introducing regressive tax system and by
tightening labour laws.
Criticisms have therefore long been directed to the
inadequate representation of employees' interest in the
corridors of power to counterbalance the powerful
employers' lobby (Table III). In the past decades until
1985, the workers could involve in the government process
only through the Labour Advisory Board on which six
employers and six workers are represented. Amongst the
six workers, three of them are appointed, and the other
three are elected by registered trade unions (4).
Although the Labour Advisory Board is the principal
non-statutory committee concerned with labour matters, it
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is in general inactive and its power is very limited. Its
inactivity and incapacity to articulate the interests of
workers are succinctly remarked by Miners (1985:6-7):
The Board met rarely, at most four' times a
year, but usually less. In one year,
1959/60, it never met at all. At these
meetings the Board commented on any new
legislation or regulations drafted by the
Labour Department and generally approved
them. There is no evidence that the Board
ever took the initiative in proposing new
legislation or that it concerned with any
wider aspects of the social conditions of the
workers or policy questions relevant to their
welfare. The endorsement of proposed
legislation by the Board was useful to the
Labour Department as it enabled the
Commissioner to comment the bills and
regulations to the Legislative Council as
having been already approved by the
representatives of the employers and the
workers. However, this endorsement has
sometimes been shown to be of little real
value since bills which had received the
Board's approval were subsequently bitterly
attacked by employers' organisations or by
the unions for example, the regulations
abolishing overtime work for young people in
1976, and the bill to improve sickness
benefits for workers in 1983.
Although two electea seats in Legislative uuuncii
have been allocated to the representatives of the
registered employee trade unions since October 1985 in
response to the development of representative government
(5), members from the economic and professional sectors
are still far dominant in. the Council (White Paper
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1984:5). It indicates that the government does not have
any strong intention to let the trade unions or other
worker organisations have proportionate influence in
government's decision-making.
With regard to labour dispute, the government sector
has intervened relatively efficiently as a middleman.
Very often, their effort will help to work out solution to
settle the disputes. But such channel of resolution is
far from institutionalised. The Labour Department has no
formal power to force the conflicting parties to come to
bargain with the other side the Department can only
persuade them to do so. Even both sides have reached a
compromise and written down the agreement in black and
white, the Labour Department has no authority on them to
keep their promise. Therefore, the functioning of the
Labour Department depends much on the trust of the labour
side and the cooperation from the employer. Anyhow, the
workers have in fact gradually established great
dependency upon the Labour Department as a last resort for
settling the industrial disputes. Their dependency upon
'the official lever of amelioration` is further
perpetuated by state-sponsored programme of social reforms
(Ng, 1984:69).
Nevertheless, the Government is obviously 'concerned
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with what people shall receive rather than the means by
which they receive it' (England & Rear, 1975:313). Thus
the provisions of 'substantive elements' such as enforcing
legislation on sick leave, safety measures, paid
holidays, and severance pay, etc, often prevail over the
'procedural' measures which regard the influence of
workers upon the broad strategy and general policy of the
enterprise. This has undermined the effectiveness of
trade unions serving as a powerful spokesman for the
welfare of the workers, and consequently, the worker are
discouraged to organise themselves.
D. The Making of the-Working Class Culture
Apart from the factors as mentionea auuvc, it has
long been recognised that the weakness of labour movement
can be attributable in part to the culture of the working
people in Hong Kong. Here, I would argue that their
culture is not independent of the social structure that
they are embedded in.
In the course of discussion, I have already mentioned
that laissez -faire capitalism has been the guideline for
the development of Hong Kong in all aspects. Intrinsic to
this philosophy is 'non-intervention' profit
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accumulation, and. self-interest, while structural
fluidity, which has characterised the social structure of
Hong Kong, is seen as the pre-condition for the practice
of market capitalism. In fact, Hong Kong is a very open
society. as commented by Turner et al (1980:9-10):
Social mobility has been high: there are
spectacular and exotic instances of meteoric
success, and more than a few people in lowly
jobs who held status in pre-Revolutionary
China. The society is very much an open one.
Partly as a key to personal advancement,
there is a competitive thirst for
education....
High social mobility certainly provides much nope ror
the working people to improve their socio-economic status
through individual efforts. However, this has greatly
undermined the formation of working class solidarity in
Hong Kong, and it is confirmed in the studies of Lau Ho
(1980:18-19) in which they argue that:
The pecuniary orientation of the young Hong
Kong workers and their perception of
opportunities for upward mobility in their
society inevitably foster a low sense of
class interests and class consciousness. And
we may add here a further observation that
the desire to become an independent
proprietor with one's own business, in
conformity with some traditional Chinese
ideals, is still very much in the mind of the
young Hong Kong workers.
Lau Ho further argue that the rapid growing economy and
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the rising per capita income of the young Hong Kong
workers have already enabled them to move upward along the
socio-economic ladder, and they are 'successful' in
comparison to their parents. That economic prosperity is
detrimental to the formation of class consciousness has
been reported in studies of other societies and an inverse
relationship between the two phenomena is particularly
evident in the case of Hong Kong.
Although there is a popular belief that the pragmatic
and individualistic orientation of the working class as
well as its political apathy can be accounted for by its
refugee mentality and the traditional Chinese cultural
characteristics, yet I find this explanation rather
elusive. I would argue that the working class culture is
largely inherited from the very nature of the Hong Kong
society.
Since the working class in Hong Kong has been
successfully indoctrinated that market capitalism is able
to provide them ample opportunities to make personal
advancement, and it is also the 'inner logic' of their
society's survival, it is no wonder that 'the forces of
market' is widely tolerated at the grassroot level. In
spite of the plight of labour condition, large-scale
labour movement is generally not appreciated. Hence the
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most apparent consequence of the pursuit of 'instrumental
individualism' by the labouring mass is the
individualistic industrial relation. Trade unionism is
regarded as a very weak method of workers' participatio
Of course, the deterrance of workers frog
participating in trade unions is also due to the internal
problems faced by the two major trade unions in Hong Kong:
the left-wing Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions (FTU)
and the right-wing Hong Kong and Kowloon Trade Unions
Council (TUC). Apart from the inefficient operation of
the organisations, the most fundamental problem is their
political orienta tion which has split the unions into
mutually opposed and irreconcileable camps. As England
(1971:240) points out, for trade unions to be involved in
politics is usual. But in Hong Kong, this political
involvement has little to do with Hong Kong: it is part of
a wider struggle in which the Colony has only symbolic
importance, and there is no doubt that the unions'
political characteristic is repellent to a labour force
which contains a high proportion of political refugees who
have no wish for further entanglements (England Rear,
1975:99).
Against this background,. the rise of non-union labour
in the Hong Kong setting.
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organisation is discussed in the next chapter in relation




Social Movement the Rise of Non-union Labour
Organization in Hong Kong
Social Background
For years, power in Hong Kong, as discussed in the
last chapter, has been in the hands of a small elite: the
big businessmen, the bureaucrats, and the Governors
respectively. In contrast, the lower strata of the
population is relatively unrepresented, Consequently, the
record of the colonial government in promoting social
welfare and labour legislation are much less impressive.
In spite of its narrow concern of the economic community
and the social injustice generally experienced by the
labouring mass, the Hong Kong society has been enjoying a
high degree of stability and industrial peace at least
during the past thirty years. Thus, the local political
analysis has long been emphasised on the reasons why Hong
Kong is able to sustain political stability in a highly
complex rapidly changing and profoundly diversified
metropolitan system (King, 1981 Lau, 1982). Here I am
not going to elaborate the explanations put forward by
u nr, nnrA r.ati as Lau' s atomisation theory and King's
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perspective on administrative absorption of politics are
quite well-known in the academic circle. Rather, I would
shift my focus to study the undercurrent of opposition
(melancholy) which is manifested in the frequent
occurrence of protest movements and the emergence of
pressure group politics since the late 60s.
Indeed, the decade of the 70s has been signified by
social movements and collective actions. And it is
evident from cases such as the struggle for environmental
improvement of squatter areas the redevelopment of
squatter areas demands for resettlement onland of the
boat people objection to fee increase in homes for the
aged the struggle for employee's compensation, better
industrial safety measures and paid maternity leave the
demand for rights of the civil servants, and the Golden
Jubilee Precious Blood School issue, etc. It can be seen
that the issues concern various sectors of the society
ranging from housing, welfare, labour, and education.
Thus by revealing the factors that have produced grand and
spectacular social movments, it may give us a clue to the
reasons behind the rise of non-union labour organisation
in the 70s as part of the process of social reformation in
Hong Kong.
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Transformaton of Hong Kong-Economic Outlook
In the 1950s and 60s, the labour intensive export
manufacturing industry was the impetus of the rapid
industrialisation and economic prosperity in Hong Kong.
However, entering the decade of the 70s, the financial
investments were growing hand in hand with the banking
industry, property market and other service industries,
and they almost overshadowed the significance of the
manufacturing industry.
In fact, while to western economy was in a
depression, the manufacturing industry was facing a series
of problems both at home and abroad in the late 70s as
well namely the rising costs, lack of investment, and
prevailing protectionism. The toleration of major social
injustices in Hong Kong, such as the exploitation of cheap
labour, was therefore attacked by the European Economic
Community. The Community was getting more impatient about
Hong Kong's go slow on labour reforms while increasing its
exports to the Common Market. The Governor of the period,
Sir MacLehose, was fully aware of this growing pressure.
If Hong Kong was to remain acceptable as a trading partner
to the E.E.C., some form of social intervention initiated
by the government was necessary.
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Under the external pressure from the Common Market
and the internal pressure from the rising expectation, an(
the growing of people's discontent towards the marker
capitalism, the Hong Kong Government was therefore force(
to interfere with the economy and social affairs.
Nevertheless, since the economic structure was stir:
basically addicted to laissez-faire principal, the
ultimate aim of government intervention was to create more
opportunities for capitalists to gain more profits by the
reproduction of labour power through an increase in urbar
resources.
Yet, the state intervention in the public sphere
inevitably caused greater public expectations of
government to protect or provide for the wider community.
But the limited scope of the intervention had set
constraints on the government's attempts to regulate the
urban contradictions. In consequence, the increase it
state provision of urban resources has resulted in the
politicisation of urban problems. This process of
politicisation provides the conditin for the development
of urban protests in Hong Kong. (Lui, 1984:76)
On the other hand, the change in economic outlook and
state intervention in the 70s encouraged those who had
stronger consciousness to form the so-called pressure
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groups in different areas striving for justice, for
example, society for Community Organisation which major
focus is on housing problems the Hong Kong Christian
Industrial Committee which major focus is on labour
problems. In addition, large groups of 'non-productive
labourers' and 'mental labourers' emerged as the
consequence of changing environment. Thus organising
power, especially among the civil servants, was relatively
stronger. Thus the decade of the 70s was also a decade of
the rise of independent trade unions (mainly in the civil
service) as well as the pressure group politics.
Change in Government Attitude
After the Star Ferry riot of 1966 and the 1967 riots,
a new era of social policy began. Although the government
stressed that the riots were only ideological
confrontation between the left-wing and the right-wing
the Commission of Inquiry's report sounded the first
warning to the colonial bureacratic structure. In order
to alleviate people's discontent, improvement in social
welfare and empolyment was evidenced and the CDO scheme
was set up and the expansion of consultative machinery
enabled the government to co-opt various social groups
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into the political process. Furthermore, the government
gradually became to acknowledge the function of pressure
groups as a lubricant for the political machinery:
the pressure groups in Hong Kong enable
officials to find out at first hand the
opinion and attitudes of the `particular
section of society likely to be affected by
any policy before the detailed drafting of a
bill taking place. Difficulties are
foreseen, problems are anticipated and, it is
hoped, solutions are found well before a
proposal is enacted into law. (Miners,
1979: 261)
The more liberal attitude of the government toward
pressure groups had certainly encouraged their growth and
development. However, the above change is mainly
institutional. The basic political structure of Hong Kong
is still undemocratic and the power distribution between
the elites and the masses are for from equal as:
All groups do not have equal access to
government and officials are highly relative
in choosing the groups with which they are
willing to hold consultations. This system
favours the richer business and employer
groups, who are largely represented on
advisory committees. Government need their
help, and so must pay attention to their
views. Other groups, particularly the trade
unions and those speaking for the poor
sections of society, can provide less
positive assistance (sic) in administration
to the bureaucracy and so are more easily
ignored. (Miners, 1981:262)
Here it is clear that on the one hand, there has been
a very gradual shift of. power from the central of
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gevernment to the people through the constitution of
district administration and expansion of consultative
system. This institutional and attitude changes have led
to the reconstruction of the rules of the game in the
society which might alter different groups'=capacities for
collective action (Aminzade, 1984). On the other hand,
the real political power is still centralised in a small
group of elites. In consequence, the number of pressure
groups that claim to represent the underprivileged is on
the increase, fighting for a fair distribution of
resources within this particular structural framework, and
their pattern of collective actions tend to be proactive
ones as a result of the centralisation of political power
(Tilly, 1978).
Erosion of Traditional Cultural Values
The transformation of economic outlooK, ana cnange5
in government policy have accompanied by a change in
traditional cultural values. Since the workforce is
getting younger and more educated, the refugee mentality
is eroding. Instead of diverting their attention from
Hong Kong to China or Taiwan as the older generation
always did, the new generation is rather grieving over the
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local problems and demanding for social reforms.
February, 1969 saw the beginnings of a 'reform movement'
at the University of Hong Kong. In 1970, there was a
widespread participation of students from different
colleges and univeristies in the campaign for Chinese as
an official language in Hong Kong. Events at Precious
Blood Golden Jubilee Secondary School drew attention to
the fact that young people in Hong Kong are capable of
taking a stand on a matter of principle when they are
sufficiently motivated. (6)
In addition, through a series of other social
struggles often ending with confrontations between
government and the people, the people gradually came to
realise that, as citizen, they have basic rights. And
they also reconceptualised their relationship with the
government. Consequently it is natural to hear calls for
increased popular participation in public decision-making
as the panacea for societal ills (Lau, 1982:2)
Lau and Ho (Lau, 1982:2) further recognise that:
.....the social accommodation of politics as
a mechanism of depoliticisation will become
less and less effective.... Young Hong Kong
workers have espoused a broader conception of
the scope of government activities and a more
activist political role for themselves., Thus
they seem to be psychologically preparing to
seek entry into the political areana. Given
the fact that in the last decade or so, a
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growing number of activists and students have
emerged to establish organisation among the
lower strata strive for their 'rights',
bridges linking the society and polity are
slowly taking place.
The Rise of Non-union Labour Organisation
Indeed, most activists recongise that the poor are
the most powerless group of people in society. Although
in the late 60s, the Hong Kong society had experienced
economic and sociel transformations that led to an
increase in resources for collective actions among the
poor, yet their efforts were normally short-lived and they
disperse once the issue is resolved or burnt out. Hence
in order to press for their interest effectively, their
prescription is organisation (Zald and MaCarthy, 1979).
Since the organising power of the poor is relatively
weak, it is not surprising to see that in the 70s, most of
the activist groups were established with the help of
intellectuals, or sponsored by the Church. Overall, one
has to admit that the Church has palyed a significant role
in grassroots movements by providing a framework, manpower
and material resources. But what motivates the Church to
involve herself in the struggle for people's power?
Beginning in the late. 60s, the Church began to be
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secularised and perceived her role as a catalyst in the
mass of humanity, since she is in the world and must take
a responsibility for the world. Thus,
At the beginning of the 70s Asian Christians
involved in Urban Industrial Mission realised
the need for people all over Asia to shape
their own destiny. Change was taking place
in Asia countries, but this change was
controlled by the power-holders to their own
advantage. Ordinary people were not going to
benefit from it unless they had the power to
determine their own future. Poor people do
not have power until they get organised.
Therefore these Asian Christians decided to
give priority to organising the poor for
power. As a result the Asia Committee for
Peoples' Organisation was set up in 1971 as a
joint venture between Protestants and Roman
Catholics. Rev. Hans Lutz, 1982)
Since it is the traditional call for sympathizers to
organise industrial workers against social injustice, and
the church does find the most frequent cry of the people
is for the third party to respond to the labourer and his
conditions particularly in developing countries, it is no
surprise that in the late 60s, some liberal Christians
supported the formation of non-union labour organisation
in Hong Kong such as the Hong Kong Christian Industrial
Committee (CIC), the Industrial Relations Institute (IRI),
Sau Mau Ping Youth Workers' Centre, the Labour Advisory
Team and others. They provided spiritual enlightenment as
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well as material resources, and promoted the growth and
development of these organisations. In addition to the
objective condition favourable for pressure group politics
to flourish in the 70s, the inability of traditional trade
unions to keep pace with social change also made their
justification stronger for intervening in the contemporary
situation of the industrial workers in Hong Kong.
Furthermore, there are far too many examples of
workers giving up their struggle because they are less
well-organised among themselves, least-informed of their
rights, and lack individual security. Since the workers
are not adequately protected by law, their effort can
easily be played down by the tactics of the employers.
In this context, therefore, the non-union labour
organisations act as an initiater, educator, and
organiser. Basically, the objecive of these organisations
is four-fold: voicing opinions, training, liason and
surveillance. First, they encourage the workers to speak
up and voice their own opinions publicly instead of
relying the sypathizers to be their spokesman on labour
issues. This can be done through the promotion of labour
education which constitutes the major task of most labour
organisations. The labour education enables the workers
to have a better understanding of their environment their
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basic right and what of labour legislation.
On the other hand, by broadening the scope of labour
education, the labour organisations attempt to train new
members, workder leader so as to enable them to form their
own structures, and increase their participation in the
bettermemt of the community of industrial workers. In
fact, many community-based worker groups and some of the
independent unions are the organising effort of the
leading non-union labours organisation such as the Hong
Kong Christian Industrial Committee (CIC). In contrast
with the traditional trade union, these worker groups and
new labour unions have taken on a new form in terms of
organising techniques. As the director of the CIC, Lau
Chin Shek (1982) points out:
Since the economic conditions and the
general mood of society in Hong Kong have
changed, the needs and wishes of the workers
today are different from those of the workers
in the forties, fifties and sixties.
Therefore, the traditional methods may not be
practicalbe anymore in coping with these
changes. Only by practising new
organisation methods and training new cadres
can we reinforce the image and services of
labour union.
Furthermore, it is also clear that their strategies
and organisational structure are a response to the
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cnstraints that set upon the local labour movement as were
discussed in the last chapter.
Third, these labour organisations endeavour to liaise
with other individual labour units by organising
conference, joint-committee etc. with the aim to unite and
make use of all the forces that can be united, making them
advantageous to the labour movement. It is most
appropriate for non-union labour organisations to take up
this role because of their non-political character.
Finally, the labour organisations often maintain a
vocal presence as a pressure group, actively participating
in the struggle for legislative enactments and
improvements. At the same time, they make an effort to
point out the loopholes as well as attacking the
irresponsible attitude and behaviour of employers and
government toward labour problems. In similarity with
other social movement organisations, the labour
organisaions in many occasions resort to arouse public
concern and attention through the mass media, and
mobilising, effort in hope of forcing the government to
make some concessions.
So far we have discussed here, it may be interesting
to examine the role played by these non-union labour
organisations in the Hong Kong labour movement and to
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assess their effort to promote workers interests and
solidarity outside the trade union system. Thus in order
to sharper the focus of the present research, a case study




From Mobilisation to Solidarit: a Case Study of the Hong
Konq Christian Industrial Committee
Introduction
Since the last decade, the existence of the Hong Kong
Christian Industrial Committee (CIC) has been causing much
controversy- at least causing great embarrassment to the
orthodox trade unions in the labour movement. Indeed,
people from different walks of life arouse different
feelings toward to CIC. Some may show their appreciation
of its activism, some see its present director, Lau Chin
Shek, as Hong Kong Walesa (7), representing the voice
of workers. As for the government, her view was fully
reflected from the reports compiled by the Standing
Committee On Pressure Groups (SCOPG)(€) in which it
remarked:
The HKCIC, with a membership of only 300, is
generally critical of government's labour
policies and its action biased and
counterproductive.
The methodology of CIC is to get together a
group of idealists and impressionistic young
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workers, to feed them information that is
biased and quote labour examples out of
context or exaggerating certain aspects with
a view to discrediting or playing down
Government's effort. The press is invited
and as usual presents a one-sided story.
There Government officers are invited to
participate. The participation takes place
after the press has left so that Government
officers have no opportunity to present the
other side of the picture or to rebut. No
new strategy has been detected.
The CIC's'intervention in trade disputes not
only usurps the role of the Labour Department
but complicates issues, feed erroneous ideas
into workers' minds, and render them less
amenable to conciliation. Their criticism
has always been destructive
Labour Department's Comments made in
the report.
The comment of the Social Services Branch is equally
unfavourable.
The HKCIC is vocal but somewhat
irresponsible and its criticism is almost
always destructuve. The Committee can couse
real embarrassment to the Government through
action undermining the intention of the
Government in labour legislation matters.
The Committee is also known to be involved in
criticising Government on non-industrial
matters.
Is the CIC really like what the governmern L i Cu1Cl1 x=u
in the report of SCOPG? It may be interesting to find it
out.
With regard to the theoretical concern that was
discussed in Chapter two, this Chapter will therefore
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focus how the organisational structure of the CIC
facilitates or impedes its goal accomplishment what
strategy and tactics that the CIC has adopted in order to
enhance its mobilising power the variety and sources of
resources that are available to the CIC the relationship
of the CIC to the media, authorities, nd other parties
and the role or practitioners' ideology as a mobilising
catalyst in the labour movement.
First, it is started with the historical development
of the CIC with emphasis on the evolution of the
structure.
Historical Development
The CIC was formally established in 1968 as a direct
response to the 1967 riots which had given room for social
reform, while the trade unions, after the riot, deterred
people from participating because of their explicit
political orientation.
Nevertheless, the early history of the CIC could be
traced back to 1962, a group of lay people and clergy who
shared a concern for industrial workers had come together
as a study group, promoting evangelistic work among
workers.
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Although it served as a working committee under the
Hong Kong Christian Council which is a fellowship of the
major Anglican and Protestant denominations in Hong Kong,
there was no staff and no organisation. The group met off
and on for a number of years until 1966 when it was called
upon by the Council to convene itself as an operational
body. Then the CIC was formed with a constitution, and
three full-time staff. Being an auxiliary organisation
means that the CIC is legally a part of the Hong Kong
Christian Council and is finally accountable to it yet it
is given full autonomous administrative and financial
jurisdiction. For leadership, the Christian Council
invited an experienced industrial chaplain from England,
Margret Kane, to come over and take up the post as
director of the CIC. Her service lasted for two years
(1967-1969), and then she was succeeded by Raymond Fung,
until 1982. Gradually, the work of the CIC was left in
Chinese hands.
During the formative years of 1966-1970, the work of
CIC was politically low-key. No explicit pro-labour
platform was adopted. Rather, under the influence of
Kane, who wished to apply the British Industrial Mission
model in Hong Kong, the CIC attempted to cooperate with
the churches in the field of industrial evangelism, and to
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organise the least controversial courses and seminars on
industrial issues such as the impact of industrial
employment, industrial conciliation, management and trade
unions, churches and industrialisation. During this
period, CIC also tried to play the role of a middleman
seeking cooperation and reconciliation between the
management labour, and related institution. It was done
through factory visits, discussion with managers and the
Government advisor on improving labour legislation which
included job security, sick pay, paid holidays, workmen's
compensation, etc. In addition, labour education
programmes were arragned for workers on television.
However, after 1969, a significant ideological change
was evidenced under the directorship of Raymond Fung
(1969-1982) and Rev Hans Lutz. A more active pro-labour
platform was presented to the public, emphasising
confrontation rather than reconciliation. The shifting
stance of CIC could be accounted for by the different
conceptions of social-relations-in industrial society, and
hence different approaches to labour problems. Lutz
pointed out that in fact two distinct approaches, namely
the peace through reconciliation and the peace through
justice were adopted in industrial mission.
Lutz elaborated the differences between these two
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approaches as follows:
The two approaches we described represent
two different theological concepts of
Industrial Ministry. The first approach
emphasized peace. The underlying theology is
one of reconciliation, resting on the belief
that Shalom can be' achieved through
cooperation and that the church has a
ministry to assist such efforts. The second
approach puts much emphasis on justice. It
is based upon the Gospel of the Old and New
Testament which announces God's care for the
poor. Its representatives point out that
peace without justice is hypocrisy. In order
to achieve peace, they argue, it is necessary
to establish justice first (CHange 1970,.No.
13:4)
Lutz further argues that:
Let's be quite clear about: the absence of
conflict in Hong Kong is not peace. It is
founded on resignation, fear and the absence
of hope. These is no social justice.
Therefore we have no industrial peace, since
peace and justice cannot be separated....
.Justice cannot-be achieved by letting things
be. Justice needs to be fought for. Nobody
should have wrong ideas about Christ. Beyond
doubt, He has come to bring peace. But this
is not------the-peace of- -resigniation, fear, and-
hopelessness. His peace is found in justice.
Having received his gify we cannot but follow
Him lead. (ibid:5)
Up to here, it is quite clear that the CIC, since the
departure of Kane, has adopted the second approach: peace
through justice. Therefore one should not be surprised
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with their strong anti-capitalist stance and high level of
militancy on the labour front, attempting to promote an
approach of collective self-organisation and group action
among the workers in defence against the capitalists'
oppression. (Lethbridge and Ng, 1981:327). Thus the CIC
works with the belief that if they (the workers) form a
united front and fight, Government and employers will give
in (ibid:327)
With regard to its commitment in the above belief, it
is not difficult to understand that the main thrust of the
CIC's work is to promote solidarity among the workers, and
to encourage them to form their own organisation so as to
protect and represent their interests through
mobilisation.
In short, the objectives of the CIC are divided into
five parts, as laid down in the Constitution:
1) to contribute-to the well-being of Hong Kong's
economic and industrial life
2) to demonstrate and interpret the relevance of
Christian belief to such concern
3) to take such action as may be disirable and
required on matters affecting the industrial and economic
life of the community
4) to stimulate, develop and coordinate the work fo
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the churches in relation to industry in Hong Kong
5) to maintain contacts with other labour groups and
their activities, locally and abroad.
Here we can- see that the scope of these objectives
are so. broad that they permit a high degree of
responsiveness to the social issues and give support to
other social actions, or elicit support from other
organisations in order to build up a stronger power base.
Therefore, the work of the CIC is characterised by its
concern on wider issue relating to social justice and the
livelihood of industrial workers in general, such as the
opposition against fare increase o public utilities, the
corruption of Golden Jubilee School.
Anyhow, the objectives chosen may partly determine
the strategies and tactics adopted to achieve them. On
the other hand, the nature of the organisational
structure, which we now turn to, may also facilitate or
impede the process of mobilisation, and eventually
affecting goal accomplishment.
Organisational Structure
The organisaiton of the CIC is characterised by its
elastic structure, with a few committed members as its
core. It is what Zald (1974) has described
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'organisational constituencies'. This elastic structure
permits faster actions and decision-making, and
incorporation of new support in the form of affiliation is
always ready and possible.
Furthermore, the structure is federated in essence,
making efforts to build up decentralised network of
constituencies. This provides the groundwork for
mobilisation, calling for wider support on one hand. On
the other, the CIC is adjusting itself to the limitations
of manpower and funding.
Raymond Fung (1979), the former director of the CIC,
pointed out that the CIC has no other facilities in terms
of buildings, service centres, etc. Instead, it has
adopted a non-institutional approach and utilised other
people's facilities for its programme. Basically, it aims
at creating groups of about ten factory workers who meet
regularly in public-housing homes, churches and community
centres for mutual support, service and mobilisation.
Where_-- the-re are' enough groups in a given geographical
district, the gorups are brought together and form a
network. It is these groups and networks which carry out
the grassroot programme of the CIC. And it is out of
these groups and networks that CIC gets data and people
for its macro involvement.- At present, there are some
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sixty groups in three networks, covering almost all the
industrial and working class districts in Hong Kong, plus
a fluctuating number of more loosly-related groups.
Currently, the CIC employs eleven full time persons
on its staff. Each of the, staff, apart from the
secretary, has his/her defined area of responsibility:
Lau Chin Shek: Administration, a member of the CCA-URM Committee
Leung Po Lam: Labour education and union education, vice-chairman
of Daga
Rev. Hans Lutz: Community Church and Workers Theology
Mok Wai Keung: Community Church and Workers Theology
Lai Mui Ching: Community Church ind Workers Theology
Wong Wai Ching: Community Church and Workers Theology
Lee Cheuk Yan: Clothing Industry Workers General Union
Luk Fung Ngor: Clothing Industry Workers General Union
Chan Kam Hong: Association for the Rights of Industrial
Accident Victims
Tang Yin Ngor: Union education and IUF, the staff for the
East Asis Women Workers Committee
Elsie Yue: Secretary
In addition to the full-time staff, a number of
people such as lawyers, university students, social




Zald (1979) asserts that the more an organisation
has an essentially lower-class basis, the more it will
resort to direct action, open propaganda and agitation.
Since the CIC is an organisation for the powerless (the
low income working class) and it has no say in the
establishment, it is natural for it to use gorup
mobilisation and propaganda techniques to highlight
government deficiencies in order to press for changes in
labour policies. Thus, its strategy, which refers to long
term action tactic, for generating solidarity among the
industrial. workers and labour groups is mobilisation
through education. Organising labour education classes,
particularly, constituted the major task of the CIC.
Other tactics, which means specific action to attain
goals, employed by the CIC for increasing internal
resources include publication, dispute and grievance
counselling service, and exhibitions.
Internally Mobilisable Resources
Enhancing Popularity Through Publication
Tracing back to the early 70s, when labour education
course was not in full action, publication provided an
important means for the CIC'to gain recognition from the
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+Workers and consolidate its image as a labour
organisation. During that period, the most influential
publication of the CIC was The Workers' Weekly.
The Weekly covered news of the labour movement, both
from local and abroad. In, addition, it included
commentary pages on labour issues as well as other social
issues concerning the well-being of the working class. A
column on the labour laws appeared in the Weekly aiming to
inform the workers of their own rights.
Shortly after the publication, the, Weekly
established the Readers' Club, and started recruiting
Correspondence Members who later organised themselves into
several interest groups. The editor of the Weekly
volunteered to be their consultant (Worker Weekly 1970,
No.18). In return, these groups offered their support to
the CIC in organising labour education programmes, and
launching campaigns on social issues, for examples,
campaignon making the Hong Kong Festival Public Holiday a
statutory paid holiday lobbying forthe Use of Chinese as
the official Language.
Throughout its three year publication, the Weekly
provided the CIC an opportunity to have close contact with
workers, through which a working class-based constituency
for mobilisation gradually came into being. And the CIC
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firmly established itself as a spokesman of labour among
the eyes of the public
However, the Weekly ceased its publication in
November, 1973. The reason stated by the CIC was that:
the labour secne has changed since
the founding of the Weekly 40 months ago.
The result, in our own judgement, is that the
Weekly has become less strategic and less
effective (Change 1973, No.22:2)
It indicated that as a response to the changing
environment, the CIC attempted to involve itself in more
action-oriented work rather than just promoting ideas
through the Weekly. However, the CIC still seeked
publication of its own such as "Change" ( 改 ）
and
"Gospel and Labour" ( 福 音 与 劳 工 ）
in order to keep loose
contact with those who are interested in the work of CIC
Labour Education
After the suspension of the Worker Weekly, the CIC
started to play an active role in organising labour
education programmes whica later became the core
activities. The labour education, according to the CIC
annual report (1975:1),"is not offered as a form of escape
from the problems of industrial life, but is rather a
means to highten individual and social awareness, and to
create fellowship and solidarity among wokers". Thus the
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purpose of the. labour education Course is
"conscientisation", inspiring and encouraging the workers
to know more about their rights,to be critical of the
presents society, and to come together to struggle for
justice through collective action
On the other hand, the labour education programme,
which has gained support from many youth and community
centres in working class areas, enabled the workers to get
organised and form their own labour groups in different
localities i.e. Tsuen Wan Labour Coordination Broad, which
is the organising effort of the CIC. Since those groups
were brought up by the CIC, they have special affection to
it and they are always ready to serve as a mobilisation
network and take action for major CIC activities.
The expansion of labour education was accelerated
through the establishment of Labour Education Centre in
1974 under the CIC. The centre helped to organize the
courses as well as to provide manpower when the CIC was in
need.As a cbnsequence,the lobbying power of the CIC was
greatly enhanced when pushing through campaigns.
Special courses also enable the CIC to mobilise
workers into action. An example was "the course on women
workers held in early 1978, concerning topics such as the
impact of industrialisation on women workers, laws on
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protection of women workers, and comarative studies of
women in Asia. Following the course, participants decided
to form a Women Workers Action Group to seek improved
employment conditions for working women in Hong Kong. The
Group started a campaign for the implementation of paid
maternity leave for women workers." (Laven,1984). This
campaign was supported by other women groups, religious
bodies and other activist groups. Under the collective
lobbying effort, proposal for paid maternity leave was
finally accepted by the Legislative Council. Now a
pragnant woman is entitled to ten week paid leave.
At present, the CIC conducts and assists over 86
labour education courses and seminars, including various
topics on labour law, currents affairs, interpersonal
skills, social issues etc., attended by more than 9,000
participants, mainly from blue collar ranks, students and
social workers. At the same time, the experiences of
workers and relevant labour legislation proposal were
discussed.(Figures quoted from Change, May, 1986).
Dispute and Grievance Counselling Service
Dispute Counselling Service constitutes another
important aspect of the work of CIC. Usually, the staffs
handled the disputes by
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1). explaining the protection under the law to the workers;
2). assisting in classification of the causes of the dispute;
3). sharing with the worker the solution of similar conflicts in
the part and exploring feasible solutions;
4). when it involved many workers they would assist them to elect
their representatives and to discuss strategy and solution.
5). helping workers in trouble to launch their complaints to the
Labour Department & the Labour Tribunal, although in principle'the
staffs would encourage workers to seek solution to the problem
directly with their employer. (Change, May 1986:3)
In short, the dispute counselling is a service to
prepare workers in dispute situations with the methods of
organising, negotiation and presentation of argument to
the employers and authorities.
According to the figures published in the Annual
Report, the CIC handled 7823 dispute cases involving
30,000 workers by 1986. 40% of the cases required
follow-up by the staff. Being approached by such numerous
dispute cases. the CIC is able to understand and be
sensitive to the problems faced by workers in the
workplace. Moreover, the CIC is also provided an
opportunity to work with workers in situations of
confrontation & struggle. It is important because during
the proccess of counselling, the goals and work of the CIC
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become known to the workers. Those identifying with the
goals and showing interest in its work may stay behind and
participate in the activities of the CIC. Thus in
addition to the labour education programme, the dispute
counselling serves as an important channel for member
recruitment and henceenhancing mobilizing power of the
CIC. The formation of the Association for the Rights of
Industrial Accident Victims （ 工 偽 作 丰 倉 ） is an example of
the outcome of outcome of CIC's organising effort.
Since the second half of the 70s, industrial
accidents had been inceasing. The CIC then received a
large number of complaining cases from the victims of
industrial accidents. The cases were later turned into
issues, when the CIC started organising victims to launch
a compaign demanding to make change at the policy level,
in respect of improving industrial safety laws and
employees' compensation.- Their successful struggle for
better industrial safety measure will be discussed in
detail--- in_- next-- chapter.
Eventually, the Association of the Rights of
Industrial Accidents Victims was formally established in
1981. The Association is affiliated to the CIC, but with
adminstrative automomy. The majority members are the
accident victims, and one CIC staff was sent to serve as
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organiser. The main tasks of the Association are to review
the present Labour Regulation and the compensation for
workers to make proposal on industrial safety to
conscientise the workers through training courses on
industrial safety and the distribution of pamphlets
concerning labour regulations. The Association also pay
frequent visit to the accident victims and their families
so as to build up a mobilising network for solidarity.
Externally Mobilisable Resources
Referring to the theoretical discussion in Chapter
two, most, resource mobilisation theorists stress the
significance of outside contributions that create and
limit the opportunites for social struggle. In the
following part, the relations of the CIC with the trade
unions, the media and other activistic groups will be
studied.
CIC and- the Trade Unions
The CIC is not a trade union, and it never attempts
to substitute for it. Rather, it has involved itself in
organising several labour unions with the belief that the
labour movement cannot survive without strong and
independent trade unions in the long run. In several
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recent years, trade unions have been set up with the help
of the CIC. These include the Union of Officers of
Cross-Harbour Tunnel Company, the Mass Transit Railway
Operating Department Staff Union, the Hong Kong Social
Workers General Union. Through cooperation, these unions
have gradually come to identify with the goal of the CIC,
and they both share the same value system and ideology.
In fact, as Laven(1984:6) remarked:
"Some leaders of these trade unions were
ld.ng-term participants in the CIC or, in the
case of the Social Workers General Unions,
long time co-workers in the CIC's' labour
education programmes. The CIC provided
office facilities, organisational skills and
sometimes staff support t4D_ these unions,
which continue to serve as close allies of
the CIC on labour and social issues."
The cooperation oetween the CIC and trade unions are
further reinforced by the establishment of the Hong Kong
Trade Union Education Centre in 1984. The Centre is made
up of 14 local labour organisations, most of them
independent trade unions. Seminars, training courses
other forms of study, publications are part of the regular
activities. In addition, it frequently organises study
tours to visit union overseas in order to exchange
experiences. The centre therefore helps to bring the
local labour movement into close contact with the oversea
ones.
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Consequently, the CIC in combination with independent
trade unions (including the unions of the employees in
civil service) and other labour organisations represent
the third force in the local labour movement, upsetting
the long-established dominance of the FTU and CTU and
giving a new dimension to the labour struggle in Hong
Kong.
In 1980, the Joint Secretariat of Hong Kong Labour
Organisations was initiated by the CIC. It constitutes
unions (both independent and left-wing) and' labour
organisations which are concerned with the labour rights,
social affairs and social justice.Since-it is the first
organisation in Hong Kong that has brought members of the
labour organisations and left-wing unions together, it
therefore seemingly suggests that a cross-union solidarity
is emerging. However, the recent controversial event of
the election for seven 'labour representatives to the Basic
Law Consultative Committee by the Joint Secretariat
indicates the ambiquity of the cross-union solidarity.' It
also indicates the hidden conflict that has long been
existing between left-wing unions and labour
organisations, particularly the CIC. This case will be
further elaborated and analysed in Chapter Six.
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The CIC and The Media
A social movement must create a
societal context in which it can survive,
prosper, and ultimately truimph. One
important resource in providing for this
fertile context is the mass media and, in
particular the print and broadcast news
--Molotch,1979.--
Indeed, many resource mobilisation theorists nave put
much emphasis on the importance of cooptation of
institutional resources to fulfill non-establishments
which represent those portions of society that lie
outside the ordinary countries of exercising power and
influence. (:bid.)
Therefore the CIC, as a social movement organisation,
relies heavily on mass media to publish its cause, to
spread influence, to win the sympathy and support from the
public, and to create pressure and consolidate power.
Especially when launching a campaign on wider social
issue, the support of the public, seems to be very
important as if the government has to retain its
- -----legitimacy- and credibility,_ she.. must respond tactfully to
public opinions. This can be effectively done through the
mass media. With this reason, it is no wonder that the
present director of the CIC, Lau Chui Shek, has been
frequently exposing to the media. It may be acknowledged
that his media exposure is higher than any important
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public figures in Hong Kong, even the Governor. Because.of
his outspokeness and friendly attitude toward the news
reporters, he has 'established an exceptionally good
relationship with the media.
Besides, Lau is always able to give good
representation of his argument on media, and therefore his
image as a labour leader is vividly establised in the eyes
of the public. And the CIC is seen as a 'clinic' for those
workers who are in trouble.
Nevertheless, the relationship between journalists
and the social activists as a partnership rather than a
tool-user. relationship obviously has its social context.
As discussed in Chapter four, the decade of the 70's-is a
decade of social movements. Numerous social action groups
came up and adopted more direct actions to struggle for
the rights of the deprived. In the face of this rapid
change, the media has gradually become more and more
active. Part of the reasons behind this phenomenon is that
more younger people,--i.e. fresh university and college
graduates, have joined in the work of journalism, and they
tend to share similiar ideology with those social
activists. Another reason is due to the increasing
competition for news among different mass media. In this
r_nnext. the CIC has successfully utilised media for
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consolidating power for the past years.
Relation to other Social Activist Groups
Since the 70s, the CIC has been active in Social
advocacies in cooperation with different activist groups,
ranging from community groups to student and religious
bodies. In the 80s, its cooperative network is enlarged to
include the Urban Councillors/ District Councillors'
Offices and some political activist groups with social
reform orientation.
In 1970, the CIC, together with members from the
Roman Catholic Church and the Pritestant denominations,
initiated the formation of the Society for community
Organisation (SoCo). It is an organisation with a role in
the controversial field of community organising,
introducing the Alinsky-style of organising into Hong Kong
Society. Since then, the CIC has built up a close tie with
grassroots groups and intervened into those community
affairs which concern directly or indirectly the welfare
of industrial workers like rent increase,improvement of
the living conditions in Temporary Housing Areas and
others. Through issue intervention, the CIC is provided an
opportunity to organize the industrial workers on
community base, for example, the formation of grass-root
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workers groups. These groups meet weekly in centres in
low-cost housing estates. Each group is a communication
core to the households in the estates in terms of their
rights,including workers's rights, as well as a help in
time of trouble (Leung 1985:2). This community-labour
coalition suggests a new perspective to the labour
movement. However, its viability will be discussed in the
concluding Chapter.
In 1974, the CIC, in alliance with some 400 community
groups opposed a proposed huge rate increase by the Hong
Kong Telephone Company. After a series of struggle, the
Company was forced to make concession eventually and the
rate was drastically cut. The Chairman of the CIC, Dr.
K.L. Ding, was later appointed as one of the 6-member
commision of Enquiry into the financial situation of the
telephone company (CIC Annaul Report, 1974:2).
In 1978, the students of the Golden Jubilee School
students organised a sit-in protest against the corruption
of school policy. The- CIC sided with the students and
participated in Action Group on the Golden Jubilee Affairs
as the coordination member. The Action Group made a
successful mass rally with attendence of more than 10,000
people, the biggest public protest rally held ever since
the War, representing the strength of people's power in
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the struggle for social justice.
In 1980, a coalition with religious bodies, community
group and independents trade unions was forced by the CIC
to launch a campaign against a proposed 100% increase in
bus fare. The campaign was quite successful. After the
issue, the CIC helped to transform the coalition into a
coalition for Public Monitoring of Public Utilities, in
which Lau Chiu Shek is serving as its chief spokesman.
Through an ongoing struggle for social justice, the
CIC has established friendly relationship with many social
activist groups from different sectors and they support
each other in time of need. Thus the CIC has successfully
built up a mobilisation network within action-oriented
nrcianisations.
The Role of Ideology
As discussed in Chapter three, most of the social
novement organisations emerged in the 70s were spiritually
and materially nurtured by the growth of social
consciousness among church organisations, and
ideologically enlightened by the liberal intellectual
movement. The CIC is no exception, and it is characterised
by its conscience constituents who constitute the
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organisation of organisers. Most of them are Christians.
At present the CIC employs eleven full-time persons
on its staff. Among the staff, six are male and five are
female. They are all below 40 years old, and about 70% are
under the age of 30. As for their religious background,
only three of them are not baptised Christians. The other
eight come from different church traditions, namely
Baptist, Lutheran, Methodists and Roman Catholic. In terms
of training, Rev. Hans Lutz, CIC's deputy director, is a
Swiss missionary who can speak beautiful Cantonese. And
two of the staff are having theological education at Chung
The others A come, from a variety ofChi College 崇 基 書 院
background: Sociology social work polltlcal sc1 n e aiiu
labour. Among them, over half are university/ college
graduates. In general, the turnover rate of the CIC staff
is low in comparision with other social action bodies.
Three of them have been serving the organisation more than
ten years, and the others are three to four years in
average. What motivates them to stay on with their work?
The following discussion may give us a clue.
Although not all of the CIC staffs are Christian, and
the others even claim themselves Marxist, their
theological and marxist ideologies are comfortably
converging in a point that they all take an
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anti-capitalist stance and believe in human emancipation
through the promotion of social justice. They share the
same attitude in a number of areas as they pointed out in
the interview for this study: 1). On colonial
adminstration: the Hong Kong government is basically
undemocratic and dominated by the interests of
capitalists. In this situation, pressure groups expressing
people's aspirations are all the more needed to correct
the existing imbalance of the influence between the
powerful pressure groups in big business and lack of
influence of the majority of people 2). On labour
condition :'the industrial workers ae the victims of the
laissez-faire capitalism advocated by the government.
Consequently they are deprived of their rights, and they
need to organise among themselves so as to establish a
power base to negotiate for improvement 3). On
participation in industrial action In an unjust
situation, neutrality is impossible. In an openly unjust
situation, not to participate in resistance is to condone
injustice. Thus the goal of industrial action is peace. It
attempts to work out a more just and more permanent peace
with employers across the bargaining table.
In addition, the Christian members of the CIC stress
the social application of the Gospel, and the kingdom of
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God can only be established on earth by efforts of people
working for justice through social reforms.
With this ideological belief & "postmaterialist"
value, the CIC staffs are strongly committed themselves in
the workers' struggle for dignity and equity.
On the other hand their ideological belief may have
exerted some influence on the workers' groups or the
workers that have frequent contact with the CIC. It is
evident from the testimony of a women worker:
It was myh first time being
dismissed unreasonably
I finally decided to go to the Christian
Industrial COmmittee for assistance.
Approaching their office I became very
nervous, wondering how the people there would
be like.
Suprisingly, the atmosphere there was
very relaxed and causal. One of the staff
who dressed like a worker received one. I
felt completely at home in the office of the
Christian Industrial Committee. The staff
patiently explained to me about the law and
legal procedure
After this incident, I started
participating in the activites of the
Christian Industrial Committee.
Through these involvements, I was
confronted with realities I never had dealt
with before. Many old beliefs crumbled.I no
longer think that God approved injustice
Living with people means struggle; both
to struggle with them & to sustain an inner
struggle within the self. Through these
struggles one experiences new dimensions of
spiritual renewal & I believe that God is
calling all of us here who are with the
people to undergo that renewal." (change,
March 1981 Vol.50)
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It is this ideology that draws the intellectuals and
the industrial workers together, creating a sense of




The Process of Mobilisation: an Analysis
In this chapter, two cases are selected to
illustrate the process of mobilisation, attempting to
understand what facilitates or limits the effectiveness of
the activities of non-union labour organisation. These
illustrative cases are the Industrial Safety Movement, and
the Struggle for the Establishment of a Central Provident
Fund.
The Industrial Safety Movement
Industrial safety and workmen's compensation had
been a major concern of the Christian Industrial Committee
as well as other labour organisations, i.e. Tsuen Wan
Labour Coordination Board, in the second half of the last
decade. Indeed, with the growth of the property sector
the figures of occupational accidents were on a rise in
the late 70s. In 1979, it amounted to 66,835 and 301
fatal cases, a 25% and 8% increase in injured cases and
fatal cases respectively as compared to 1978. Fatal
AantS in construction sites increased by 20%. The
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most serious ones, which occurred at the construction
sites, were four fatal cases causing the death of ten
workers.
Besides assisting the dependents of the victims to
seek compensation, the CIC prepared to take action in
summer 1978. A core group consisting of representatives
from the CIC and other labour organisations, law students
and workers was formed to launch a campaign on industry
safety. The first step of mobilisation was to raise the
consciousness among the workers, and to arouse. public
concern through publicity. Then the core group worked out
a project to achieve this aim.
A. Consciousness-raising
1) An industrial safety and health survey followed by
exhibitions and courses on safety, health and first aid
2) workmen's compensation case studies and review of the
law
3) a series of meetings on studying occupational health
problems and
4) Rehabilitation.
In consequence, a survey reflecting the safety
conditions in Hong Kong was carried out. The purpose was
to strengthen their claim and thus enhance their
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legislative lobbying power.
On the other hand, a mobile exhibition on Safety and
Health in nearly all the industrial areas was set up. At
the same time, the group gave on the spot advice to
workers on labour law and safety isssues. In addition to
its educational purpose, the exhibition served to increase
the publicity of the movement.
In addition, more than twenty courses on safety or
first aid were organised and they were all well attended.
These courses also served as an important channel for
recruiting interested people, particularly young workers,
to participate in the movement. Besides, a booklet was
published and distributed to the workers so as to let them
be more aware of their situation and thus raise their
safety consciousness.
Finally, a study group was formed, and its main
task was to look into Workmen's compensation Ordinance and
to make recommendations for legislation change.
Through the above activties, the industrial workers
became more and more concerned with safety and health
issues. During the movement, church, youth groups,
community centres, students and other religious bodies
were mobilized to give them support.
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B. Confrontation
The CIC accompanied the dependents of the
industrial victims to the responsible company to demand
for immediate compensation. When they were turned down,
direct confrontation with the management was inevitable.
Apart from forcing the management to respond through the
press, several demonstrations were held until they were
able to receive compensation.
C. Seeking coalition with unions
Towards the end of 1979, the issue of industrial
safety and health gradually gained its publicity and
become a major topic in Hong Kong's daily news. In order
to influence more effectively government policy, the CIC
started to lobby different unions to fight for the
improvement in safety measures. First, the CIC approached
the secretary of the-Hong Kong and Kowloon Cement and
Concrete Trade Workers Union, and together they work out
proposal and issued a joint statement. Later, they
circulated their proposals to all unions and labour
organizations so as to rally more supports. Over 40
unions and labour groups, including 13 belonging to the
FTU and two belonging to the TUC, signed a statement.
Then they were all invited to form a Joint Secretariat on
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Industrial Safety,. and ten unions, mostly blue collar
workers' unions, showed interest. The Secretariat was
responsible for uniting all unions to fight for their
cause. Through the Secretariat, the member unions began
to make frequent contact and facilitate their
understanding. They held an open seminar for union
officials on safety problems and announced the proposals
made by forty unions on industrial safety. In that
seminar, they openly criticised the government and
employers for showing no concern with the industrral
safety which gradually became a severe industrial problem.
The seminar was well- attended and it certainly exerted
some pressure on the government.
D. Multiplying the issue
To organise it is neccessary to multiply issue,
one CIC staff pointed-out its tactics. Hence the Joint
Secretariat enlarged their claim from industrial safety to
workmen's compensation. It made a proposal and asked
other unions and labour groups to endorse it. This time




During the entire movement, the significant role of
the media was recognised, and thus the Joint Secretariat
attempted to utilise this institutionalised resource to
effect its cause. Countless press releases, television
and redio interviews and press conference were arranged.
Special articles were published in the newspapers. They
all served to keep the issue alive and mobilise public
opinion. Gradually, the CIC was seen by the public as the
spokesman on industrial safety.
F Lobbying authorities
During the course of the movement, representatives
were elected from the Joint Secretariat to petition tc
Labour Department and the UMELCO (Unofficial Members of
the Executive and Legislative Council). They had several
discussions with the government officials and the
political elites. They also held an meeting with the
Constructive Association for, the pormotion Safety.
Besidesm they even lobbyed visiting Members of Parliaments
for their support in the United Kingdom. In fact, in
U.K. on Safety and Workmen's Compensation Ordinance
Mission. Since then, close contact with the M.P.s anc
september, 1980, one CIC staff set off on a journey to the
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British Union Officials in Britain was built up.
G. Organizing the Victims
While the CIC repeatedly emphasises that the
workers have to stand on their on feet and lead their ovn
movement, it therefore always makes an effort to organise
workers to form their own organisation. In this
incidence, the CIC assisted the industrial victims and
their families to form the Association for the Rights of
Industrial Accident Victims (ARIAV). Under the. name of
the Association, the victims and their families held
numerous press conferences and two protests before the
Governor's House. Both protests were attended by more than
a hundred workers.
Mobilizinq non-labour bodies
In the movement, the CIC and the labour
organisations mobilise non-labour bodies to support for
their struggle. They organised several talks for
students, church bodies, and other open seminars for the
public. Organising seminars successfully provided an
opportunity for the CIC to recruit sympathises and
mobilise their opinions, for instances, statements were
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issued by Social Services Team of the Chinese University
and Christian Association for Executives respectively.
Towards the end of the movement, the Catholic bishop in
Hong Kong showed concern on industrial safety, and signed
a statement demanding for better working condition.
Outcome
After a series of struggle among various social
forces,eventually the government proposed to set up safety
committee for construction. Later amendments were made in
the legislation on industrial safety and workers'
compensation in spite of resistance from the employers.
Starting from November 1,1980, the Workmen's
Compensation Ordinance was amended and renamed Employees'
Compensation Ordinance. Under the new law, industrial
accident victims receive more than twice the amount of
compensation. On industrial safety, Industrial Safety
Committee with union participation were formed by the
government in certain industries. Tighter measures for
industrial safety are introduced into the workplace.
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Evaluation
Overall, the Industrial Safety Movement, which
lasted for two years, can be said to a successgful one.
There are a number of factors that have facilitated its
success.
In the late 70s,- as mentioned in Chapter four, the
Hong Kong economic outlook was changing. While the
manufacturing industry was beset with difficulties, the
property market grew rapidly. It directly boosted the
construction industry. Since the high land price policy
which was adopted in response to the rapid growing
property market had multiplied the income of the
government, the workers in this sector were in an
advantageous position to bargain. In addition, after the
1967 riots, the Hong Kong government was forced to
interfere with the economy and social affairs in order to
mitigate fluctuations. Therefore, the decades of 1970 W
basically a decade with interactionist and reform
orientation. In other words, the government had taken a
more positive attitude towards social reform than before.
And this had created a favourable environment for
collective action. Thus when four fatal cases causing the
death of ten worker occurred at the construction sites of
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the very same property developer and his contractors,
grievances over the negligence of industrial safety of the
society soon spread out.
Theoretically speaking, an organisation is
essential for channelling these grievances into protest
action. The form of protest action is conditioned by the
structure of the polity, and in consequence, the process
of mobilisation. Since there is lack of representatives
for the lower strata in the government structure, the
movement organisation for the deprived thus tendsto adopt
non- institutional action: protest, forming alliance with
other movement organisations outside the establishment,
petition, conLrontation, and propaganda. The target of
the action of the CIC was the government, since the Hong
Kong industrial structure is characterised by small firms,
there is more effective to lobby the government for
protecting the rights Qf workers through the improvements
in labour legislation.
. However, the effectiveness of a movement is
determined by the ability of the movement organisation to
mobilize and the availability of the mobilizable
resources.In the case of the CIC, it had successfully
mobilised both the internal resources and external
resources for industrial safety movement. The CIC
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mobilised its constituency, the industrial victims and
their families, through grievience counselling,
seminars.Further,it provided premise, leadership and
expertise for them to form theii own organisation so as to
consolidate their power to press the government for
improving the working conditions. The commitment of the
constituency was activated to engage in cooperative,
collective endeavors, as it was evident in their
participation in the movement.
Next to participation and involvement of workers the
Christian Church, and sometimes the Roman Catholic Church,
as well as, the other activist groups wh,ich share similar
orientation with the CIC, constituted CIC's main source of
support. And they contributed significantly to the
success of the movement.
Although after the amendment, the new law still
deserves much criticism, it does improve in some ways the
industry safety of the workers and relieve to a certain
extent the financial burdens of the victims.
The Struggle for a Central Provident Fund (CPF)
The struggle for a Central Provident Fund with a
Disability and Death Insurance System has been the major
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theme of the CIC and other labour organisations' activity
in the 80s. It is seen as part of the contributing social
security scheme that' is being advocated by the Joint
Secretariat of Labour Organisations.
Like other movements, the tactics that this struggle
employed were:-
a) Survey: a survey was conducted during the fourth
quarter 1985 and it revealed that the majority of workers
are willing to accept a CPF scheme with contribution by
employers and employees. The purpose of a survey was to
enhance their legislative lobbying power and to justify
their demands.
b) Press Conference: several press conferences were held
in order to mobilise public opinion and to put pressure on
the government.
c) Petition to the UMELCO: a few visits were made to the
UMELCO with the hope of pressing the political elite to
take action.
- d) Lobbying Allies: over 100 unions and labour
organisations were mobilised and drawn into the struggle.
The Church gave a favourable response.
However, in the early 1986, the Long Service Payments
Bill was assed and it soon was seen by the labour
organisation as the substitution for the establishments of
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a Central Provident Fund, blocking the advancement of
social reform targeted at the goal of Contributory Social
Security Scheme.
The controversy surrounding the Long Service Payments
Bill reflects a dilemma about labour reforms. The origin
of the bill is to be found in the Employment Ordinance
currently in force. when discussing an employee the
employer has only to give one month's or no less than
seven days' notice or wages in lieu of notice. To an
employee who has served long period, this provision is
unfair. Hence the need to establish long service payment.
However the Bill discriminates unreasonably against
workers under forty years of age, forcing them to accept
75% or even 50% of the entitled long service payment.
(Change, March 86) Furthermore, the Bill contains many
loopholes. for the employers to escape the payment
Therefore when this Bill was proposed, the labour
organisations such as the CIC, Industrial Relations
Institute, and other workers' group at the district level
rallied to resist its passage, and strongly demanded again
for the establishment of a Central Provident Fund instead
of the Long Service Payment.
In spite of their resistance, the Bill was passed.
Here it may be interesting'to see the reasons behind their
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failure.
First of all, the idea of Central Provident Fund
(CPF), unlike industrial safety, has much in contrast to
the laissez-faire ideology that has been firmly adopted by
the Hong Kong government. In addition, the CPF also
implies substantial cost in the eyes of employers.
However the CPF has received overt resistance not only
from the employers, but also from the political elite,
economists as well as some senior professionals. They all
see it as detrimental to the fragile economy of Hong
Kong, particularly in the 80s when the economy is not as
bright as in the 70s.
Besides, after the Sino-British Agreement on the
Future of Hong Kong in 1984, the China factor becomes more
obvious in the daily life of Hong Kong, and the labour
movement in particular. Furthermore, with the step of the
development on representative government, it is clear that
the reconstruction of power in the decision-making bodies
is in progress. Two.labour representatives from FTU and
TUC have been co-opted into the Legislative Council
through indirect election. In addition, after giving up
the boycott, a large proportion of the seats for labour
representatives are occupied by the left-wing unions in
the Labour Advisory Board. In this context, the left-wing
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unions is able to claim greater legitimacy to represent
the voice of labour on social and labour issues. In
consequence, the pwoer of the non-union labour
organisations has been greatly undermined since they are
not trade unions by law, and thus no public status is ever
ascribed to them to speak with legitimate authority in the
government process. In many occasions, their opinions can
easily be discredited. It is in the case of the Long
Service Pay- ment Bill. This Bill was passed with the
consultation and consent of the labour representatives'
in the legislature as well as in the'Labour Advisory
Board. It indicated the split of opinion between the
left-wing trade unions and the non-union labour
organisations over the passage of Long Service Payment
Bill. In fact, the CIC and other workers' groups have
severely criticised the compromising attitude of the FTU
in respect of the labour issue.
Nevertheless, given this structural constraint, mild
actics have to be adopted, and thus resource mobilisation
is made more difficult for the non-union labour
organisations in the 80's. In spite of obstacles ahead
the CIC declares their struggle for a Central Provident
Fund is still going on (Change, May 1986:4).
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion: In Search of a New Labour Movement?
In this research, I have attempted to study
sociologically the role of non-union labour organisation.
In the place such as Hong Kong where the development of
labour movement has been restrained by a number of unique
factors, namely the influences from the motherland, the
dependent economy, the industrial structure characterised
by small firms the undemocratic colonial administration,
and the refugee mentality with the traditional Chinese
cultural characteristics it is not surprising to see that
the trade unions, which are split up by their political
orietation, have long been in stagnation since the war.
In this context, the traditional models of labour
movement, which are primarily European and North American,
appear to be irrelevant in the case of Hong Kong. I would
rather argue that in the Hong Kong case, the significance
has lied in the aspect of non-union labour movement since
the past decade. And it is this non-union labour movement
that, is worth investigation.
in this aspect, the main actor is the non-union
labour organisation in the voluntary social service
sector. Among them, the most vocal and militant one is
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the Hong Kong Christian Industrial Committee (CIC) which I
have given detailed analysis in Chapter Five. The CIC is
church-sponsored, and characterised by its strong
commitment to workers and its anti-capitalist stance.
Most of the members of the staff are young educated
people, working for the promotion of social justice by
generating'solidarity among the working class through the
process of consciousness raising.They believe that
organisation is the prescription for the unity of the
poor. Therefore the CIC has assisted the formation of many
workers' groups in different localities through labour
education programmes, i.e. Tsuen Wan Labour Education
Coordination Board. And it has also organised a number of
working groups through issue intervention, i.e. the
Association for the Rights of Industrial Accident Victims,
so as to enable the workers to stand on their own to fight
for their rights. Besides, in recent years, several trade
unions have been set up with the help of the CIC, i.e. the
Mass Transit Railway Operating Department Staff Union and
Clothing Industry Workers General Union. The CIC provided
them premise, financial assistance and expertise at their
initial stage of formation.
These workers' groups and independent trade unions,
which were born out of the CIC's organising effort, have
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come to identify with the goal and ideology of the CIC.
They serve as a mobilisation network for the CIC when they
are called for. For the rest of the time, they remain as
the latent force of support. Thus the CIC has gradually
acquired a large grassroot working class constituency
where the strength of the CIC lies with. It is observed
that through mobilising and organising, solidarity is
given high value, and class consciousness may be raised.
It is difficult to quantify the 'conscientisation'
effort of the CIC but it may give us a clue that in recent
years, there has been an increase in protest movements
initiated by workers themselves. They are able to conduct
their legislative lobbying efforts both on grassroot
research and in direct negotiation sessions with political
figures and law-makers. Through struggles, they may come
to realise the strength of unity. Indeed, most movements
are formed through the coalition of a number of
organisations. This form of coalition has been criticised
that with greater participation from different
organisations, the action becomes less radical, and mild
action would always undermine the power of the movement.
On the other hand, apart from a large grassroot
working class constituency,. the strength of the CIC also
lies with its organisational structure and the ideological
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commitment of its staff as well as the workers.
Unlike the trade unions, its non-institutional and
non-hierarchical organisational structure permit faster
decision-making in response to the changing environment.
It also permits close working relationship among the
staff, and thus develops a strong sense of fellowship.
One member as the staff admitted in an interview: Yes, it
is the sense of fellowship that keeps me here.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the common
point found in theological liberalism and neo-Marxism has
drawn the staff of the CIC together, enduring low income,
long working hours, and committing themselves in the
promotion of social justice. This ideological commitment
has certainly given some impact on those workers who
frequently contact and work with the CIC, and hence
contributes to the cohesiveness of the organisation and
Overall, the role played by the ion-union labour
organisation in local labour movement since last decade
has been fourfold: voicing opinion, surveillance, training
and liaisons. In other words, it acts as advocator,
educator and organiser. In the case of the CIC, it has
constantly made an effort'to fulfill the above role for
the past years, and now the CIC is quite well-known for
increases the internal resources for mobilisation.
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its activism in the labour arena.
According to the finding of the present research,
therefore, an ideal type model can be constructed for this
non-union labour organisation as follows:
1) it is an organisation which serves in the labour arena
and engages in a variety of labour-related social
activities, but it does not represent a specific industry.
Therefore it is not a trade union, and it is unable to
opelte within the legal framework set by the Trade Union
Ordinance
2) it is to a certain extent church-related, and
characterised by its strong commitment to workers ans its
anti-capitailist stance
3) most of the organisers are young, radical educated
people, i.e. social workers, who are motivated by
altruism and post-materialistic value
4) Unlike the trade union, its organisational structure
is non- institutional and non-hierarchial so as to create
a sense of fellowship and permit quicker response to the
changing environment
5) the main aim of its work is to enhance social justice
and build up the unity of the working class through the
process of 'conscientisation'. Thus it always attempts to
assist the workers to form their own organisation to
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protect and represent their genuine interests. In short,
it operates in a form of social action group and perceives
its role as a catalyst in the development of people's
praxis.
In fact, this non-union labour organisation is not a
new phenomenon, and it can be identified with those social
action groups/ grassroots initiatives that have emerged in
recent decades and become increasingly prominent in
developing countries. These groups are composed mainly of
radical intellectuals, working for and with the
under-privileged strata of the population in the hope of
bulding up citizen power through the process of
'conscientisation' of the poor. Hence they always involve
themselves in wider social issues which concern the
livelihood of the working people, ranging from housing,
welfare, labour, and education.
One point has to be noted here that the social
action group in developing countries is in some way
different from the non-union labour organiation found in
Hong Kong. The difference is that the former finds
difficult to intervene derectly in the labour arena and
its effort is usually directed to fight against
exnloitation in General, while the latter performs most of
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the trade union functions and has become the
self-appointed labour spokesman.
Why is it not easy to find any non-union labour
organisation in other developing countries?
The reason may be that in most of the developing
countries like Africa, Indonesia, Egypt, and part of
.Latin America, the trade unions are actively involved it
issues varying from local plant problems on the ond
extreme to broad labour problems on the other. They also
act as pressure groups and play a role in determing new
social goals and techniques for social change. Indeed,
their very existence must be based on this premise.
Furthermore, the labour movement in these developing
countries is in a way institutionalised. Since the
government there has greater control over the economic
life, and is in a strong position to determine the
employment condition,the power of the trade unions to
advance the interest of their members is directly
proportinate to their ability to influence government
officals at all levels. (Sufrin,1964:29). In this
context, the trade union movement in these countries is
politically oriented rather than economically oriented.
And the close relationship between the government and
unions in not an unusual phenomenon. For example, in
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Egypt,the unions are actively involved in the process of
the government, and their political strategy has always
been to cultivate the good will of existing government.
(Ibid:23)
Under this circumstance, the space for the social
action group to manoeurve in the labour arena is
relatively limited because of the strong presence of the
trade unions.
In line with this analysis, the emergence of
non-union labour organisation in Hong Kong can be said to
be historically contingent. Its growth is attributed to
the uniqueiness of the Hong Kong situation where the
labour role of the government is at miminmun, and the
trade union movement is in sluggishment. In this context,
the non-union labour organisation is given an opportunity
to prosper and give rise to an alternative form of labour
movement- the non-union labour movement.
Accordingly, the non-union labour movement can be
understood as as the labour movement being promoted
outside the trade union system. Its aim is to press for
improving and enforcing legislation. Because of its
non-union status and the predominance of small firms in
Hong Kong, the movement's target of action is the
government rather than the employer. The major tactics are
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mass mobilisation and direct action. Its effort aims at
the improvement of the living condition of the working
class as a whole rather than the workers in a specific
industry.
Here one may wonder if labour movement bypassing
trade union is possible. It will be discussed in the
subsequent section.
First, the non-union labour organisation indeed
faces a number of problems. The major problem lies with
its position as a social action group outside the
establish- ment, which forces them to rely exclusively
upon mass moblisation and direct action to effect its
cause. But under the delicate political and economic
conditions of Hong Kong, the tactics that they have
adopted are usually mild and their form of action limited
to petition, press conference, survey, propaganda, at most
moderate demonstration. In most cases, power to alter
policies rely heavily on public opinion. However, public
opiniion can easily be manipulated by the government to
her own advantage in some circumstances.
Morever, the status of being 'non-union' has further
put the organisation in. a disadvantageous position to
exercise power in the labour movement. And it is more
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evident when moving in the 80s. Before discussing the
struggle of the non-union labour organisation in the 80s,
I would like to examine the factors that have contributed
to its sucess in the 70's.
In the case study of the CIC, it indicates that its
struggle for the improvement and enforcement of labour
legislation in the 70's seemed to be quite effective. A
bulk of labour legislation had been passed. These included
legislation providing for four rest days per month for all
Hong Kong workers, the provision of public assistance
benefits to single unemployed workers, paid maternity
leave and workman's compensation.
However, should all the credits go to the effort of
the CIC and its counterparts?
Basically, the 'MacLehose Era'was the 'welfare era'.
It was due to the political exigency that sparked off a
chain of improving conditions for workers since 1967.
Between 1958 and 1968 the staff of the
Labour Department rose by 150% from 1968
to 1978 it rose by over 250% .......An
official brief lists 171 items of
legislation of concern to the Labour
Department passed since 1963 up to 1968
an average of seven such items were
adopted in each year, but from 1969 to
1977 the figure was more than doubled to
fifteen." (Turner, 1980:105)
The packed agenda of labour improvement in the 70's
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indicated the reformist intentions of the administration
The role played by the labour organisations might be
catalyst making the government accelerate the steps fo.
labour reforms. Further, the success of these
organisations could also be attributed to the inactivitN
of trade unions so as to enable them to be a driving forcE
in the local labour movement.
Here it can be seen that the decade of the 70s had
created a favourable environment for the social actior
groups to develop, prosper as well as to effect their
claims successfully.
Nevertheless, moving into the 80s, the environment
of Hong Kong has been changing. With the uncertainty of
the future, the step for social reform has slowed down.
With the increasing difficulties in the future, thE
major work of CIC has aimed at 'cross-union solidarity' ir
the labour movement. Therefore following the campaign for
the industrial safety, a Joint- Secretariat of Labour
Organisations was formed with the hope of integrating
different forces of the labour movement in Hong Kong,
namely the left-wing and right-wing, and the independent
labour organisations. Here the initiative was taken by the
CIC. The inception of the Joint Secretariat is seen as
significant in signalling, for the first time in the
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uniion history of Hong Kong, a readiness of workers'
organisations to unite accross traditional parochial
divisions in promotion of a common cause.,(Letherbridge
and Ng, 1981)
However, this 'solidarity' on the labour front is
somehow ambiguous and fragile. The ideological
harmonisation has proved itself difficult from the event
of Lau Chin Shek's withdrawal from the Basic Law Joint
Conference, followed by a number of independent labour
unions.
The Basic Law Joint Conference was formed on the
foundations of the Labour Organisations'Joint Secretarit.
Its basic task was to elect representatives to the Basic
Law Consultative Committee(BLCC) and to monitor the
drafting of the basic law. Since the CIC was one of the
principal initiators, its director was naturally nominated
to be one of the elected representatives in the BLCC.
However, left-wing unions did not give him support and
they even persuaded him to withdraw. In fact, the
domination of the votes enabled the left-wingers to get
rid of Lau easily.
The incident reflects the hidden discontent of the
left-wing unions towards the CIC. However, some press
reports said that Lau was seen by the Hong Kong and Macau
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Office in Beijing as being too radical, and thus they did
not wish to see him to sit on the Committee.
If this is so, then the road lies ahead for the CIC
during the transitional period may not be as smooth as in
the 70's. In addition,its non-union form of labour
movement can easily be discredited by the trade unions,
while they have been reactivating their proper role in the
labour arena. Evidence can be seen from the struggle
against the passage of the Long Service Payment Bill as
discussed in Chapter six.
In this context, Lau Chin Shek remarked in an
interview:
We have never attempted to substitutE
for trade union, since trade union is the
backbone of the labour movement.Nor do WE
seek for the non- union labour movement
because it itself will face many problems
in the long run. In fact, the role that
we have been playing is to act as a
challanger, a catalyst so as tc
reactivate the commitment of trade unions
in the promotion of, workers' rights in
Hong Kong. If our existence is no longer
necessary in the labour arena, we will
seek for promoting social justice and
building up people's praxis in other
areas. We can easily ascribe a role for
ourselves in an imperfect society.
Nevertheless, the strategy of the non-union labour
organisation seems pointing to a new dimension of labour
organising.
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As seen in the case study of CIC, its mobilisation
groundwork is rooted in the community-based workers'
groups. Most of them are affiliated to the community
centres, and in many occasions, they both carry out
joint-projects for solving local problems.
One word has to be noted here that it is this
affiliation to the grassroots community that has enabled
the CIC to increase its external resources for
mobilisation in case issue arises.
Nevertheless, the labour-community coalition has
also been proposed recently as an alternative strategy for
organising labour in western societies. The western
labour movement, on the one hand, is facing the problem of
changing class structure and the diminishing class
consciousness. On the other hand, the trade unions are
exclusively workplace-oriented and they only involved
themselves in bread-and- butter issues, and thus become
too economistic.
In face of these problems, it is suggested that the
labour movement has to rethink its basic strategy.
According to Friedman (1985:2):
"The struggle is no longer exclusively
between disembodied capital and uprooted
labour, while capital has become more
mobile than ever, shedding any vestige of
community responsiblity, labour is
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clearly bound to place through its heavy
investment in homes and social relations.
It is labour which must be mobilised to
defend its homes and communities. It is
labour which ,must be engaged in a
politics of place."
Friedman further argues that the interests of
industrial workers have, in many ways, coincided with
other citizens, and they have to collaborate their efforts
to fight for their livelihood and protect their common
interests where the organised labour can play a leading
role. Thus,
"A union should intervene in all issues
affecting the worker. It is no good
fighting for the welfare of the worker
during his 40 hours of work if other
people are going to destroy all the other
hours his week." (Young, 1976:116)
With the above arguments, it seems that the CIC and
other labour organisations are on the right track for
their struggle. In fact, their concern for wider social
issues has enbied them to give support to other social
activist groups, including community groups, and to seek
their alliance to fight for the livelihood of the working
class. This stratagy seems pointing to a new dimension of
labour organising.
However, since these labour organisations are not
trade unions and they do not represent a specific
industry, their power base is inevitably emasculated. In
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western countries, community-labour coalition becomes
viable only because trade unions have controlled greater
resources and "can exercise power at tie point of
production where the authorities, public and private, are
forced to take notice and respond." (ibid:124)
In this context, it seems that the trade union is
the appropriate organisation to adopt this new strategy of
labour-community coalition, while the non-union labour
organisation will certainly face a number of constraints.
However, this new trend in labour organising is worth




(1) Not only labour pressure groups have been rarely
discussed, but also other pressure groups have received
scant attention in most of the political analysis in Hong
Kong.
(2) 'Adherents' refer to individuals and organisation that
believe in. the goal of the movement, and 'constituents'
refer to those people who provide resources from the
movement organisation.
(3) The ex-Governor of Hong Kong, Sir Murray Maclehose
paid a hiistoric visit to China in April 1979, and gained
assurance from Mr. Deng Xiaoping, China Vice Premier, that
Hong Kong investors can put their heart at ease. See
Don't worry, Deng talks H.K. investors, South China
Morning Post, April 7, 1979, p.1
(4) For past years, unions associated with the Trade Union
Council had dominated the elections until 1981, when the
unions affiliated to the Federation of Trade Unions
stopped refusing to elect any member to the Labour
Advisory Broad
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(5) According to the recommodation made in the White Paper
on the Representive Government, the Legislative Council
was to be reconstructed starting from October 1985. The
new Legislative Council consists of 22 appointed members,
and 24 elected members who are chosen by functional
constitutencies and Electoral College. Full details of
reform can be found in the White Paper: The Future
Development of Representative Government in Hong Kong,
Nov. 1984.
(6) Precious Blood Golden Jubilee was a Catholic,
government-aid school. In 1977, the principal was found
guilty of false accounting. The students had two day
sit-in in protest against a mismanagement of funds, and
against the indifference of the government towards this
matter. For more detailed information, see Far Eastern
Economic REview, May 26, 1978, p.30.
(7) Walesa is the leader of the 'Soliderity' Movement in
Poland.
(8) SCOPG was set up in 1978 to review and monitor
pressure group activities in hong Kong. It was chairedby
the Deputy Secretary for Information. It included
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representatives from the Home Affairs and Security.
Branches, the Information Services Department, the Home
Affairs and the Special Branches. Officers from other
Departments were invited when pressure group activities in
areas of their concern were discussed. SCOPG reported to
the Chief Secretary. (New Stateman, Dec. 1980).
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Total 39606 100 80026 100
Source: The Commissioner for Labour
Quoted from: England, J. and Rear, J., Industrial Relations & Law
in Hong Kong , 1981, Page 43
Number of strike a Lockouts, workingTable 2
Days, Labour Disputes and Claims Lost
in Hong Kong 1960 -1984
No. of Strikes Work Days Labour Disputes



























































































For the years 1960-76 the data refer to the period of
April 1 to March 31
not available
source: Annual Reports of Labour Department 1960 to 1984
TABLE 3 Members of the Executive, Legislative and Urban COuncils




















EXCo LegCo Jrbco totals
No % No % NO % No %
6 40 5 17.2 3 12.5 14 20.6
2 13.3 7 24.1 13 54.2 22 32.3
9 60 17 58.6 15 62.5 41 60.3
0 0 1 3.4 3 12.5 4 5.9
0 0 0 0
6 40 15 51.7 0 0 21 30.9
6 40 6 20.7 5 20.1 17 25
7 46.6
11 37.9 11 45.8 29 42.6
7 46.6 10 34.5 12 50 29 42.6
7 46.6 14 48.3 18 75 39 56.4
8 33.3 15 51.7 6 25 29 42.7
0 0 0 0 3 12.5 3 4.4
15 29 24 68
Notes: a Eitner a directorship or a senior managerial post
b indicates a minimum where accurate figures are not available
c Cross-membership not included; figures indicate only thase whose
cocupation is so described.
d indicates that in the absence of certainty no entry can be
made
e The General Chamber of COmmeroe elected a member to Legco until
1972
source: Hong Kong Law Journal Vol.7 1977


